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Military proposal to help Israel 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Military 
planners are working on a proposal 
that would help Israel safeguard its 
northern frontier against terrorists 
while minimizing the dangers to a 
bolstered - possibly doubled - force of 
American troops in Lebanon, Penta- 
gon sources said yesterday. 
A key element of the concept, said 
to be favored by some members of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, calls for using 
U.S. reconnaissance planes and per- 
haps pilotless drones to watch for 
infiltrators moving through southern 
Lebanon toward Israel. 
Such aircraft are equipped with 
sensors that work day and night. 
"We should take advantage of our 
technology and do the things we do 
best," said one source who noted that 
the use of reconnaissance aircraft and 
ground sensors could reduce the need 
for potentially dangerous foot and jeep patrols by troops. 
PRESIDENT REAGAN said last 
week that "this administration is pre- 
pared to take all necessary measures 
to guarantee the security of Israel's 
northern borders in the aftermath of 
the complete withdrawal of the Israeli 
Army" from Lebanon. 
Reagan, a day. later, said "we 
would he willing to enlarge the multi- 
national forces... in consultation 
with our allies... until Lebanon is 
ready to take over the protection of its 
own borders." 
Some members of Congress said 
Reagan would encounter trouble on 
Capitol Hill if that meant a "major 
commitment" of American troops in 
Lebanon beyond the 1,200 Marines 
now on duty in the Beirut area as part 
of the multinational  peacekeeping 
force. 
Under the plan envisioned at the 
Pentagon, there could be some expan- 
sion in the peacekeeping contingent, 
but U.S. soldiers would remain away 
from the sensitive southern Lebanese 
border. Still, they would be in position 
to aid quickly other multinational 
force units in dealing with guerrilla 
bands. 
TROOPS FORMING such a U.S. 
"quick reaction" force could be 
drawn from Army paratrooper units 
and sent to serve in Lebanon along 
with the 1,200 Marines already in the 
Beirut area, said the sources who 
discussed the proposal on condition 
they remain anonymous. 
The sources said the joint chiefs 
want to hold down U.S. troop numbers 
with an upper limit of about double 
the present level. 
Defense Secretary Caspar Wein- 
berger has suggested that one in- 
terim" step could involve placing a 
number of Lebanese army units in 
southern Lebanon, accompanied by 
"additional trainers." 
Weinberger didn't say so, but these 
trainers presumably could be Ameri- 
can military personnel. 
"That in itself might very well 
exclude or preclude the presence of 
any unfriendly forces in that area for 
which Israel could justly complain, 
Weinberger said. 
However, other Pentagon officials 
indicated they doubt the Israelis 
would be willing to rely on the still- 
weak Lebanese army for the security 
of Israel's northern border. 
BG News photo/Tim Tobln 
Bowling Green's Lamar Jackson (31) gets a boost from teammate Joe Har- 
rison in cutting down the nets after the Falcons' MACclinching victory oV 
er Ohio University, 89-75. last Saturday in Anderson Arena. 
Weather prediction inaccurate 
Meteorologists say Almanac is a fairytale 
by Greg Hadley 
reporter  
Heavy snowfall, sub-zero degree 
temperatures, wind storms and 
rain was the weather prediction 
made by The Farmer's Almanac 
for the months of January and 
February. But according to a 
spokesman for the Toledo airport, 
the city has received 8 inches of 
precipitation this year compared to 
48 inches last year, and the aver- 
age temperature has been about 33 
percent warmer than last year. 
The Farmer's Almanac, which 
has predicted the weather forecast 
for 191 years, generally is recog- 
nized as being fairly accurate. 
However, meteorologists in the 
area vehemently disagree. 
"The Farmer's Almanac is a 
fairytale," Stan Stachak, channel 
13 weatherman, said, adding that it 
is very vague. 
"In any given year they can 
come out smelling like a rose," he 
said. "The only purpose of the 
almanac is to satisfy the public's 
curiosity." 
Meteorologist and associate pro- 
fessor of geography,  Dr. Glenn 
Frey, said the almanac's good re- 
cord is "only because they pat 
themselves on the back when they 
are correct. They are usually right 
only SO percent of the time. 
"REALISTICALLY there's no 
long-range forecast that would 
stand up (to a test)," Frey said. 
"They are all personal guesses. 
There's no meteorologist that can 
predict for more than a week and 
still be accurate." 
The reason for the unseasonably 
moderate weather is the unusual 
flow of the jet streams, Frey said. 
"The normal pattern of the jet 
streams is from Canada and Wis- 
consin through the midwest which 
brings with it the cold air," he said. 
"This winter, the jet stream was 
more west to east which brought in 
mild weather. We didn't get all the 
cold air masses." 
Stachak laughingly said about 
The Farmer's Almanac, "They 
claim their forecasts are based on 
secret recipes locked up in a vault 
and have something to do with 
sunspots. At least the book has 
some nice recipes, facts and tells 
the different phases of the moon." 
Reagan eyes expansion of U.S. role in El Salvador 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
Reagan asked for a $80 million boost 
in weapons assistance to El Salvador 
yesterday and a senior White House 
official said the administration is 
eyeing an expansion in both the num- 
ber and role of American military 
advisers in that nation. 
The official said Reagan has or- 
dered a full-scale review of overall 
U.S. policy in Central America, in- 
cluding a possible buildup in the 
team, now limited to 55 members and 
barred from combat, that advises El 
Salvador's force against a leftist in- 
surgency. 
The disclosure, made to reporters 
traveling to California with the presi- 
dent on Air Force One, came only 
hours after Reagan told congressional 
leaders that $60 million in new U.S. 
military aid is needed for the Salvado- 
ran army to cope with the growing 
conflict. 
Senate Republican Leader Howard 
Baker of Tennessee said Reagan told 
the congressional leaders the Salva- 
doran government will have trouble 
surviving without additional support. 
"The president made it clear there 
is a serious problem in the (Central 
American) region, that the national 
interests of this country are deeply 
Involved In the outcome of that strug- 
gle," Baker said. 
BAKER SAID the "immediate 
problem" is "whether or not the gov- 
ernment of El Salvador can sustain 
itself" based on the current level of 
U.S. support. The president's view. 
Baker said, is that "it would have a 
difficult time doing that." 
The senior official who later joined 
Reagan aboard Air Force One spoke 
only on condition he not be identified. 
He said Reagan had ordered the pol- 
icy review four weeks ago and that no 
decision had been reached. 
The official said Reagan was con- 
sidering increasing the number of 
advisers "in the face of the Soviet 
threat" in the region. He said about 
one-third of Soviet military aid went 
to Latin American while only 2 per- 
cent of U.S. aid did. Much of that 
Soviet assistance, however, goes to 
Cuba. 
Reagan's decision to order the re- 
view corresponded with stepped-up 
attacks by leftist guerrillas through- 
out El Salvador one month ago, in- 
cluding the capture of Berlin, a major 
agricultural center in Usulutan prov- 
ince. The insurgents held the city for 
several days and then withdrew. 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
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Fire burns home 
A fire at 209 N. Enterprise St. 
early Saturday morning caused 
$10,000 damage to a house occupied 
by four University students, 
according to Bowling Green Fire 
Chief Howard Rutter. 
The residents, Jerome Cole. 
Gary Ponikvar, Mark Hare ana 
Don McRae are now staying with a 
friend until repairs can be made to 
the house, property owners James 
and Lois Alexander, said. 
The fire began in a overstuffed 
couch downstairs, Rutter said, 
adding that no cause of the blaze 
has been determined. 
One resident of the house was 
"overcome with smoke" and was 
taken to the hospital where he was 
treated and released, he said. 
Fake cash passed 
Counterfeit money has been 
passed at three businesses re- 
cently, according to William Bess, 
director of Campus Safety and 
Security. 
A counterfeit $10 bill was re- 
ceived at the Little Shop in the 
University Union last Tuesday or 
Wednesday and was not discovered 
until money was being counted 
Friday. Also Tuesday, a coun- 
terfeit $20 bill was discovered 
there. 
McDonald's reported receiving a 
counterfeit $20 Feb. 5, and Mid-Am 
bank reported a similar incident 
Feb. 2. 
Bess said students and busi- 
nesses should be on the lookout for 
damaged bills. He added anyone 
who sees someone trying to pass 
counterfeit bills or is aware of 
some suspicious activity concern- 
money should notify Campus 
and Security. 
Weather 
Mostly cloudy today with a high of 
56. Zero percent chance of rain 
Low tonight 25. 
Teenage drinking unaffected by new law 
by Tom Augello 
reporter  
In August 1982, a law went into 
effect prohibiting people under 19 
from purchasing alcohol of any kind 
in Ohio, including "low" beer. In 




By The Associated Press 
At Tony Packo's Cafe in Toledo, a 
favorite hangout of Cpl. Max Klinger, 
and taverns across Ohio, fans gath- 
ered last night wearing military fa- 
tigues as they said farewell to 
"M.A.S.H." 
One minister called the top-rated 
program on CBS-TV a "religious ex- 
perience," and an actor who worked 
tor five years on the show says he's 
looking to reruns as a form of "im- 
"low" beer, and permitted 19-year- 
olds to purchase "nigh" beer in Ohio. 
However, area counselors, school 
principals and law enforcement offi- 
cials indicate there is no significant 
change in teen-age abuse of alcohol. 
Bowling Green High School 
guidance counselor Tim Lenahan said 
there probably has not been a big 
change in drinking habits of high 
school students because University 
students can buy alcohol for minors. 
Bob Rittichier, principal of Wood- 
ward High School in Toledo agreed 
the problem of underage drinking still 
exists. 
"I didn't expect any change from 
this law," Rittichier said. "It's a 
matter of educating the parents. The 
law doesn't keep them (the students) 
from getting booze. Increase in penal- 
ties for any adult buying for young- 
sters and closing up places that sell to 
minors would be more effective." 
Milon Sawyers, assistant principal 
at Bowsher High School in Toledo, 
said legislation is not the solution to 
the teen-age drinking problem. 
"YOU CANT create laws to legis- 
late student behavior," Sawyers said. 
See ALCOHOL, page five 
More than 1,000 people were ex- 
pected at Packo's, a Hungarian res- 
taurant in Toledo's Birmingham 
neighborhood, during the final, 2H- 
hour eposide of one of television's 
longest-running series, with more 
than 250 programs over its 11 years. 
Packo's, a tiny, dark restaurant 
known for its hot dogs, featured a life- 
sized statue of the dress-wearing 
Klinger, played by Toledo native Ja- 
mie Fair. 
FARR, WHO hung around Packoa 
as a kid, often mentioned the restau- 
rant on the show but wasn't present 
for the party. He and the rest of the 
"M.A.S.H" crew reportedly watched 
the final episode together on the West 
Coast. 
Klinger brought national attention 
to Toledo with his references on the 
See M.A.S.H, page four 
MASHED BO News photo In Bowling Green and across the country the show to watch on television last night was the last episode Of "M.A.S.H." Students in 
Prout Hall gathered around the main lounge television as did students in most every hall on campus. The television series, which 
has been on the air for 11 yea's ended with big bana as "MASH." bashes were reported from coast to coast. 
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Farewell toM*A*S*H 
a rare TV masterpiece 
The last episode of M*A*S*H marked the end of one of 
television's most commercially successful shows. It also 
marks the end of one the few shows which could teach us 
about ourselves and those around us. 
The success of M'A*S*H was due in large part to its 
realistic characters. Their reactions to stressful situations 
allowed all of us a chance to reflect on our own behavior. 
Knowing that Hawkeye and the gang were holding up in the 
hell they faced daily, at times provided us the courage to face 
our own problems which seemded so small in comparison. 
And the love and comradery shown by the whole unit was 
insparational to all who watched. 
Last night there was a lot of talk about the little things the 
characters would be doing when they got home. These were 
the things we complain about now; they are the things we fail 
to appreciate so often and miss the most when they are gone. 
M'A'S'H touched many lives during its 11 year run. There 
is no way to measure the effect of the lessons it taught all of 
us or the number of smiles it brought to depressed faces. It 
was a true masterpiece created from a medium not normally 
known for such treasures. 
M*A*S*H will be sorely missed in the prime time network 
line-up. The majority of today's shows fall pathetically short 
of the level of excellence M'A'S'H achieved. Perhaps the 
Padre, in his ever optonistic way, would tell us to take heart 
because the show's writers are finally free to create new 
masterpieces. Until then we will mourn quietly and run to our 
T.V. sets at 5:30 to contentedly watch a rerun for the tenth 
time. 
History professors 
rate the presidents 
Several things struck me about a 
current poll of historians on presi- 
dential greats, near-greats and fail- 
ures^ttwrasoneofthoseperiodic 
COMMENTARY 
by Max Lemer 
iM:M-HVMWM:iti^i-i;iiih;i:[;i::-       ■''::,;::ti iV 
surveys of the estimates of presi- 
dential greatness made by American 
history teachers who are instructing 
our college-youth and presumably 
ought to know - or does it follow? 
There were almost a thousand of 
them, answering a questionnaire sent 
out by Professor Robert Murray, of 
Pennsylvania State University. What 
struck me was.the relatively high 
ranking of the presidents of the past 
half-century as compared with those 
of the first century and a half of the 
Republic. The second was the feeling 
the rankings are shifting, and that by 
the end of the century they will tell a 
very different story. 
The four clear "greats" were pretty 
traditional choices - Lincoln, FDR, 
Washington, and Jefferson, In that 
order. Lincoln is unparalleled, 
whether in American history or that 
of the West. It is interesting that 
Franklin Roosevelt should beat out 
Washington - the father figure of the 
20th Century over the father of the 
nation. As for Jefferson, his rank 
recurs as an academic reflex, be- 
cause of the Declaration and the Inau- 
gurals. He was a great man, the 
philosopher-king of America, but be 
was hardly a great president. 
The four "near greats" are even 
more interesting - Theodore Roose- 
velt, Woodrow Wilson, Andrew Jack- 
son and Harry Truman. I don't 
quarrel with any of them, although I 
would have had Theodore Roosevelt 
replace Jefferson in the first list, and 
I would place Jackson ahead of Wil- 
son. 
Of the four, the two presidents who 
have moved ahead in our estimation 
recently are Theodore Roosevelt and 
Harry Truman, the first because of 
the new assertiveness about Ameri- 
ca's world role "among the powers of 
the Earth," the second because Tru- 
man has worn well. 
In fact, Truman's emergence on a 
list with Theodore Roosevelt, Jackson 
and Wilson is a tribute to his basic 
decisions (NATO, the Marshall Plan, 
the political cold war) as we now 
measure them by their current conse- 
quences. 
There is another surprise - the 
relatively high ranking of three very 
recent presidents: Lyndon Johnson 
(10th), Dwight Eisenhower (11th), 
John F. Kennedy (13th). As it happens 
these are the three about whom the 
most interesting recent biographies 
have appeared. 
I should have ranked Ike first of this 
Soup. I am persuaded by Fred 
reenstein's forcefully argued new 
book on him - "The Hidden Presi- 
dency" - that there was Immense 
covert skill behind that genial exte- 
rior. 
I also feel, after reading Herbert 
Parmet's "The Presidency of John F. 
Kennedy," soon to be published, the 
recent tendency among liberals to 
play him down has been overdone. He 
was flawed, yes, and he was too 
Castro-ridden in his preoccupations 
and his decisions didn't match his 
personal promise and magic. Yet he 
grew in every month of his too-brief 
tenure, and his last crisis - over the 
Cuban missiles - showed the stature 
of the President he had become. 
The Johnson ranking is surprising, 
and one must surmise that the re- 
sponses preceded Warren Caro's first 
volume of his Johnson biography, 
"The Path to Power" (Knopf), with 
its pitiless flaying of Johnson concep- 
tion, and in its inexorable moral judgment, Caro's dissection of John- 
son is brutal. I am not cetain that 
LBJ's reptuation as a president will 
survive it. 
At the bottom of the list in the 
Murray survey are Grant, Nixon, 
Andrew Jackson, Buchanan and - last 
of all - Warren Harding. This is a 
more conventional ranking than those 
toward the top of the list 
The most likely name to shift in the 
years ahead is that of Richard Nixon, 
a shift already starting. But the whole 
netherworld of these presidents shows 
that history professors are more im- 
prisoned in their devils than their 
angels. 
Max Lemer Is a columnist for the 
Los Angeles Times Syndicate. 
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President Reagan a 'blithe spirit' 
With Ronald Reagan, the blithe 
spirit entered the White House. The 
president exudes charm, geniality 
and good feeling. 
COMMENTARY 
by Joseph Kraft 
v;r■^^^:^;■^^:^:■^^^^^l■^!■::'Ml^^'x^^l■l';'^^^'""'"^'! 
Even massive inattention to the 
substance of policy has, with him, a 
positive side. He walks away from 
failure - changes policies in the mid- 
dle of the debacle - in seeming inno- 
cence that anything much has 
happened. 
Those thoughts were occasioned by 
a breakfast given at the White House 
last week for the SO print journalists 
who constitute the group led by Godf- 
rey Sperling of the Christian Science 
Monitor. President Reagan answered 
questions for about an hour. Since 
there was no television, the questions 
were not calculated to show him up. 
Nor were the answers designed to 
show him off. It was just a good news 
conference. 
Reagan looked fit and laughed eas- 
ily at his own expense and at ours. In 
marked contrast to the televised eve- 
ning news conference about whether 
he would seek re-election, be joked 
that "there's a SO percent chance." 
Apart from a touch of deafness, there 
seemed no physical reason why he 
shouldn't go on being president for a 
long time. 
On the very biggest issues, Reagan 
stood where any middle-of-the-road 
president would stand. He said "The 
economy has started to turn around," 
and the "recovery is going to be 
better than we projected?' In dealing 
with foreign leaders, he asserted the 
excellent principle that "you only get 
in trouble when you're talking about 
each other, not when you're talking to 
each other." 
But those sensible approaches went 
hand-in-hand with an amazing blind- 
ness to what was happening right 
around him. For example, in response 
to a question about the economy, the 
president said: "I'm not sure that 
anyone has established a solid con- 
nection between unemployment and 
inflation." 
That remark flies in the face of an 
explicit comment made in the Presi- 
dent's Economic Report to the Con- 
gress which was signed - though 
apparently not read - by one Ronald 
Reagan. In that report. Reagan said: 
"The unemployment that many citi- 
zens are experiencing is a conse- 
quence of toe disinflation that must 
necessarily follow the accelerating 
inflation of the last decade." 
At another point, Reagan said he 
would help secure Israel's northern 
frontier with Lebanon by enlarging 
the role of the Multinational Force, 
which includes American marines. 
He prefaced that comment by observ- 
ing "This is not anything different 
that has been said before by me, and 
by several American presidents be- 
fore me." 
But the Multinational Force is a 
new thing in the world. It began only 
after the invasion of Lebanon by Is- 
rael last June. Though Americans 
went to the Sinai as observers to 
assure compliance with the Camp 
David Accords, they are in a desert 
almost empty of people. But if Ameri- 
can marines went to southern Leb- 
anon to protect the Israeli frontier, 
they would be in the thick of hostile 
ethnic groups with a long record of 
terrorist activities - in other words, in 
a wholly new situation. 
At still another point, the president 
was asked about the exchange which 
took place in the Geneva arms control 
talks on intermediate-range nuclear 
forces between the American dele- 
gate, Paul Nitze, and the Russian 
delegate, Yull Kvitsinsky. Reagan 
said of the episode that Nitze ''re- 
ferred back to us a hint dropped by 
(Kvitsinsky) but nothing that he had 
said back/' 
Numerous accounts of that episode 
from both sides, however, have Nitze 
taking the lead extensively, and Kvit- 
sinsky being relatively guarded. If 
only because Soviet negotiators do not 
exactly free-lance, it seems hard to 
believe it was the other way round. 
Indeed if it was. why was Nitze repri- 
manded in a written note to the secre- 
tary of state from the president's 
national security adviser, William 
Clark? 
To be sure, It doesn't matter all that 
much. What counts is that being obliv- 
ious to what everybody in town knows 
serves the president fairly well To 
the nation's advantage, and his own, 
he recently has abandoned, as if it 
were nothing, positions he once held 
in opposition to a jobs program and 
the raising of taxes. 
In the same facile spirit the admin- 
istration offered to buy out all the 
residents of Times Beach, the Mis- 
souri town contaminated with dioxin. 
"I think that was one of the only fair 
thngs to do," the president said at the 
breakfast. 
Maybe. But essentially what hap- 
pened is that some locals made a bad 
mistake in the treatment of roads. 
The federal government then stepped 
in with a total bailout. That's almost 
the direct opposite of the shrinking 
role for government preached by the 
president when be puts on his federal- 
What all this says Is that Reagan is 
not nearly as silly as he often sounds. 
Given the kind of luck he has had with 
the break in oil prices, his policies will 
probably not do nearly the damage 
they ought to do. Indeed, it is not clear 
to me that the country can do much 
better in this time of macro-confu- 
sion. 
Joseph Kraft is a columnist for the 
Los Angeles Times Syndicate. 
Human rights policies hard to sell 
Heading Americans for Democratic 
Action at Harvard and supporting 
Hubert Humphrey for president are 
not the usual ways to a sensitive, top 
COMMENTARY 
by Barry Schweid 
■;<]■■■"••■ 
policy job in the conservative Reagan 
administration. 
But it's the course traveled by El- 
liott Abrams, who heads the human 
rights bureau at the State Depart- 
ment, and he says he is completely 
comfortable, especially with the top 
men in the administration: President 
Reagan, Secretary of State George 
Schultz and William Clark, who heads 
the National Security Council. 
"The key people in foreign policy 
beyond the president - Bill Clark and 
the secretary - both have an excellent 
understanding of the whole human 
rights policy and the program, and 
are tremendously sympathetic," 
Abrams said in a recent interview. 
"I couldn't ask for a better setup." 
The 35-year-old neoconservative is- 
sued the State Department's annual 
report to Congress and the public 
recently on the beatings, jailings and 
other degradations common to a ma- 
jority of countries around the world. 
"No other government does any- 
thing like this, nothing like it at all," 
Abrams said of the human rights 
assessment. Quietly, throughout the year, the 
United States tries to exert its influ- 
ence on regimes from the left to the 
right, occasionally enlisting the presi- 
dent or Schultz to write a letter or 
make a personal appeal to spring a 
dissident from jail, he said. 
"In this lob you are always butting 
your head against a stone wall, 
Abrams said as he reflected on his 
more than two years as Assistant 
Secretary of State for Human Rights 
and Humanitarian Aid. 
The aim, be said, is to have "a 
moral presence" - not to sermonize 
but to mix common sense with ideal- 
ism. "The guy you get out of Jail today 
may be the foreign minister 10 years 
from now," Abrams said. 
But Patricia Derian, who was in 
charge of human rights under Presi- 
dent Carter, says the administration 
has been "wrapping the flag around 
dictators" and using arms sales and 
transfers "to give material aid and 
symbolic support to governments 
which are anti-democratic in every 
She said Schultz "still hasn't fo- 
cused" on abuses in Central America, 
Asia, Africa or the Indian subconti- 
nent. 
"The fact is, the office of human 
rights is functioning, but it is func- 
tioning in a policy vacuum that was 
deliberately created by the adminis- 
tration," she said. 
Jerome Shestack, a Philadelphia 
lawyer who is president of the Inter- 
national League for Human Rights, 
dismisses Abrams as "well-meaning 
but largely ineffective." 
Shestack, who was the Carter ad- 
ministration's representative to the 
United Nations Human Rights Com- 
mission, said Abrams is Frequently 
overruled by Thomas Enders, the 
assistant secretary of state on Latin 
America and "really gets little sup- 
port." 
In an interview, Shestack said "the 
main accomplishment of the Reagan 
administration in this area is to make 
the world safe for hypocrisy." 
He said he would give the-admini*-. 
tration a B-plus for.lip service and a 
C-minus for results. 'The signal they 
give to repressive nations is that they 
are supporting repressive govern- 
ments,' Shestack said. 
The human rights activist said he 
would give the Carter administration 
"considerably higher grades." De- 
spite some blunders, Shestack said, 
its message to the world was that the 
United States stood for human rights. 
Abrams, challenging Shestack, said 
assistant secretaries cannot overrule 
each other. 
"My track record on decisions that 
are carried to the secretary is very 
close to 100 percent," Abrams said. 
Abrams said there is a strong ten- 
dency by many who served m the 
Carter administration "to magnify 
rather than minimize the differences 
for political reasons. It's a great polit- 
ical issue." 
Both administrations use the same 
basic techniques, but under Reagan 
"we use public attack less," Abrams 
said. 
He said there is a leftist view, 
stemming from U.S. involvement in 
Vietnman, that "foreign policy is 
largely immoral, that it is a policy of 
supporting dictators." 
According to this view, be said, the 
government in El Salvador, for in- 
stance, would have to pass a number 
of teat* to DKove-it is moral. — 
.' Artjwlty, he said,vthe Reagan ad- 
ministration is helping in El Salvador 
to improve human rights. 
"Obviously, we want them to be a 
more democratic country," Abrams 
said. "Do you think we are teaching 
them to engage in human rights viola- 
tions? Of course not 
"And it is a very good thing to stop 
communist guerrillas from taking 
Barry Schweid Is a columnist for 
the Associated Press. 
Salvador policy ignores history 
The Reagan administration re- 
cently certified that the government 
in El Salvador was making substan- 
tlal progress in the area of human 
COMMENTARY 
by Richard L. Fan's 
mi  iiiimii- I n       i i  i- 
rights. This weekend government sol- 
diers in El Salvador drove into the 
town of Las Hojas, rounded up and 
excecuted 18 peasants with American 
weapons. As has happened so often in 
the past, American assessments of 
the situation in El Salvador are incon- 
sistent with occurences there. 
The Reagan administration contin- 
ually tries to characterize the situa- 
tion in El Salvador as a struggle 
between the east and the west. This 
simply is not the case. The struggle in 
El Salvador dates back to the early 
MKO's when coffee exports began to 
take a primary role in the Salvadoran 
economy. 
With the transformation to an agri- 
cultural export economy came a 
change in the system of land control. 
Land holdings began to be concen- 
trated in fewer and fewer hands. 
Those who controlled the majority of 
the land became known as the 14 
families (this group was never lim- 
ited to 14 families and actually con- 
sists of over 2,000 different families.) 
In agrarian societies land control 
means control of the means of produc- 
tion. Control of the means of produc- 
tion in any society dictates who 
controls Individual lives. 
The centering of land control In a 
few hands has plagued the world for 
years. In Europe it was the basis of 
fuedallsm. The United States once 
supported a revolution by the French 
people against a government which 
had taken control of the means of 
production within society. Yet, based 
on his actions in the world today, one 
can safely assume that if Reagan had 
been president at the time of the 
French revolution be would have sent 
emergency military aid to the king. 
The problems which led to the pre- 
sent revolution are similar to those 
which caused the French revolution. 
In both cases the people had lost 
control of the means of production. In 
the case of El Salvador the people lost 
control of the land and thus lost the 
ability to support themselves except 
through seasonal labor on the huge 
coffee plantations from which they 
received incredibly small wages. 
In 1932 the people of El Salvador 
revolted against their conditions for 
the first tune. This was a largely 
spontaneous rebellion and was 
quickly crushed by the military. The 
ensuing reprisals for this revolution 
left 30,000 to 40 000 people dead. Salva- 
dorans call this "la Matanza" or the 
massacre. 
The situation in El Salvador hasn't 
changed much since mat first revolu- 
tion. The military has maintained it's 
grip of power in the country and the 
people have participated in a continu- 
ing cycle of revolt followed by deadly 
reprisals. It is estimated another 35,- 
Jasper 
000 to 40,000 civilians have died in the 
last three years. 
To say the situation hasn't changed 
much does not mean it has remained 
static. The people have been learning 
over the years. They are not re- 
pressed quite so easily now. In fact 
some say they are beginning to win 
the war. 
There is no dispute about the suc- 
cess of the guerillas in recent battles. 
They have been amassing a string of 
small victories and now control large 
areas of the countryside. 
They have also been scoring public 
relations victories. They hold commu- 
nity social events while controlling 
towns, which reveals their more hu- 
mane side to the people who aren't 
involved in the revolution. They main- 
tain policy against killing except 
when absolutely necessary; a virtue 
long forgotten by the Salvadoran mili- 
tary. Arid they hold moat prisoners for 
only a few hours after which they are 
released unharmed. These policies 
have greatly increased popular sup- 
port for the guerillas (this support Is 
very dificult to measure because 
those who publicly demonstrate It are 
prompty executed). They have also 
made surrender an increasingly at- 
tractive alternative for the govern- 
ment troops who oppose them. 
Reagan has lust asked Congress to 
increase the $29 million in military 
aid to El Salvador by another |S0 
million. This aid is for arms, ammuni- 
tion and spare parts for helicopters. 
It's no wonder the Salvadoran mili- 
tary needs more guns; they have lost 
so many lately that the guerillas don't 
need the Communist block anymore. 
The guerillas have developed a 
method of resupply which is far easier 
than smuggling arms through Nicara- 
gua. They surround a small barracks 
of 20-30 men with a force of about 200. 
The government soldiers surrender 
and lay down their weapons. The 
guerillas pick-up the guns and leave. 
So much tor the Communist connec- 
tion; the U.S. is now supplying both 
sides in the war. 
The war we are supplying arms for 
is one which will not end until it's true 
causes are addressed. Perhaps Presi- 
dent Reagan would benifit from a 
lesson in history. Even more helpful 
would be a course in current Salvado- 
ran events. 
Richard L. Farts Is the Editorial 
Editor. 
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Director Bess recalls Kent protests 
by M»ry Jo McVay 
staff reporter  
May 1970 was not one of Bill Bess' 
best months. 
Bess, director of Campus Safety 
and Security, was a campus police 
officer and student at Kent State 
University during the riots and kill- 
ings the spring of 1970. 
Students demonstrated to protest 
the United States' involvement in the 
Vietnam conflict, but Bess said the 
campus conflicts never should have 
happened. There are things, now 
that I'm in this position, that I would 
do if anything like that ever looked 
like it would happen again. Less of the 
hard-line approach," he added. 
One of his major conflicts during 
that time was dealing with the differ- 
ences in his philosophies as a student 
and a law enforcement officer. 
"IT WAS philosophically tough to 
deal with," he said. "I did not partic- 
ularly like what was going on at the 
University and I did not agree totally 
with some of the civil disobedience 
that was going on at the time." 
He found it difficult because he 
agreed with parts of both philosophies 
- the students' and the National 
Guard's. 
"I reserved the right as an individ- 
ual to hold the philosophies I held," 
Bess said, "but 1 also felt the obliga- 
tion to protect individuals' rights to 
express their opinion." 
For Bess, the Kent State riots were 
the most uncomfortable. His life was 
seriously threatened on occasion dur- 
ing this time, especially when he and 
other officers were pelted with bricks, 
bottles, stones and apples with razor 
blades in them. 
BESS SAID one of the more fright- 
ening incidences during the Kent 
State turmoil was the burning of the 
ROTC building. He and another offi- 
cer were assigned to clear out the 
student union because there was am- 
munition that would explode in the 
ROTC building and the students in the 
union were in danger. 
"We cleared the building and 
walked out the front door and we got 
bricked and stoned by a crowd who 
didn't even know what we were there 
for," Bess said. "We were trying to 
clear the area to make people safe 
and we were greeted with bricks." 
The climax of Kent State's demon- 
strations came on May S, 1970, when 
four students were killed by National 
Guard gunfire. Bess said that was the 
start of his personal conflict with the 
situation. 
"My philosophy didn't really find 
itself in conflict with what was going 
on until someone got killed, he 
added. "1 didn't believe that was 
right." 
HE SAID he began arguing with the 
other security officers about their 
responsibilities. As he put it, they 
were "standing between right and 
right. A tough position to be in." 
Bess said the university is the 
proper place for students to express 
their discontent. 
"It should not be done, however, by 
burning buildings, nor should it be 
done by killing people," he said. 
"The university itself is a forum for 
discussion of law," Bess added. "But 
also a place where the laws have to be 
applied." 
After the shooting, 'everything was 
going haywire and nobody knew what 
was going on," Bess said. He was one 
of many responsible for keeping ru- 
mors to a minimum. Dressed in jeans, 
a sweatshirt and moccasins he an- 
swered the constantly ringing phones 
and quelled rumors for a number of 
days until things got back to normal 
on the campus. 
Governors disagree on federal budget stance 
William Bess BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Many gover- 
nors are as unhappy as President 
Reagan is with the National Gover- 
nors Association's proposed stand on 
the federal budget - but for different 
reasons, Gov. Richard Celeste said 
yesterday. 
Reagan met the governors at the 
White House yesterday and took issue 
with them on their proposed budget 
resolution, saying he plans to standby 
his proposed increases in defense 
Sliding despite pressure from the 
te executives. 
Celeste said he and many other 
governors think the resolution drafted 
6y the NGA's executive committee 
wasn't strong enough. 
"Just as he (Reagan) has serious 
differences with the budget resolu- 
tion, many of us on our side have 
serious differences," Celeste said. 
"I cannot support it in its present 
form," he said. 'It does not reflect the 
concerns of Ohioans hard hit by the 
recession. It's important to balance 
the budget at the federal level, but not 
by placing an undue burden on the 
unemployed." 
Celeste, because of the 14 percent 
unemployment rate, called for deeper 
cuts in the Pentagon budget and more 
money for programs that would help 
the unemployed. 
He wants a cap put on the July 1 
personal income tax cut. "Taxes on 
the highest income level should be 
continued at the present level," he 
said. 
Celeste is working with a group of 
governors who will try to get the 
resolution amended when it is taken 
up by the governors at their winter 
meeting today. 
The Ohio chief executive said he is 
working mainly, but not exclusively, 
with Great Lakes governors. 
Celeste and other governors are 
expected to lobby for their views on 
Capitol Hill, where many congress- 
men also have been critical of Rea- 
gan's budget proposals. 
Celeste has scheduled a meeting 
with the Ohio congressional dele- 
gation before he returns late today. 
Among the points made by Reagan 
in defense of his programs was uie 
high level of education achieved by 
members of the armed services. 
Celeste called it "the Youngstown 
solution." Because of the lack of jobs 
in Youngstown, hard-hit by steel-mill 
shutdowns, thousands of youths grad- 
uating from high school go into the 
Army, Celeste said. 
"There are no jobs for them," he 
said, "so they stay in the Army." 
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Statejgprg?entat/re Brown optimistic. Ohio's future in water, technology 
by Marcla Sloan 
assistant managing editor 
High technology and the 
availability of water re- 
sources will become Ohio's 
way out of a decade of high 
unemployment, according 
to state Rep. Bob Brown, 
R-Perrysburg. 
Despite an unemploy- 
ment rate of 14 percent and 
increasing state taxes, 
Brown said last week he is 
timistic about the future 
[Ohio. 
"There seems to be a 
prevailing feeling of pessi- 
mism about Ohio's future 
because of the decline in 
the steel and auto indus- 
try," he said. "I don't hap- 
optiz 
of 01 
pen to share that feeling. I 
think the great strengths of 
Ohio's future are in it's 
water resources and hope- 
fully in a reservoir of 
highly-educated, well- 
trained people. The south- 
west may be growing right 
now, but they're not going 
to have the water to sus- 
tain a large population." 
However, Brown is not 
so optimistic about the im- 
mediate future of the state 
of Ohio - especially the 
rural areas of the state. He 
said he holds this view 
because of some of the 
plans and programs of Ce- 
leste. 
"I think you're going to 
see a thrust toward tunnel- 
ing a disproportionate 
amount of money to the 
urban areas in an attempt 
to repay political debts," 
he said. '"You'll probably 
see a collective bargaining 
bill to unionize all employ- 
ees in the state and some 
type of urban bousing rene- 
wal project." 
BROWN, a strong oppo- 
nent of the new state tax 
increase, said the recent 
passage of the law was one 
step toward fiscal irre- 
sponsibility. He said he is 
not opposed to taxes, how- 
ever, lie was opposed to the 
process used in this bill, 
and its permanence. 
"Basically, I'm opposed 
BLACK STUDENT UNION 
ELECTIONS 
Applicationa Available starting 
Monday, Feb. 28 in the Student Development 
Office, Black Student Union, Ethnic 
Studies, The Obsidian 
Positions Available: 
President, V.P. of Operations, 
V.P. of Business, Ombudsperson,   Secretary 
DEADLIHE: Mon., March 14, 5p.m. 
Student Development Office 
to legislation that does not 
go through the normal leg- 
islative process," he said. 
"This bul was introduced 
the Tuesday the week be- 
fore it was voted on, and 
only the Office of Budget 
Management and the Leg- 
islative Budget Office had 
gone over it. Both agreed 
there was overstatement 
of expenditure. 
"I guess you could say in 
general that we felt the 
governor tried to cram lia- 
ilities into a fiscal year." 
Brown said the fact that 
nothing was earmarked in 
the bill also bothers him. 
"I don't know what the 
fovernor has in mind for it 
the tax money), and I 
don't know if he knows," 
he said. 
BROWN SAID he does 
expect a large proportion 
of the tax money to be 
M.A.S.H. 
.. .from page one 
program to Packo's and 
to the town's International 
League baseball team, the 
Mud Hens. 
In a recent interview, he 
termed the final shooting 
of "M.A.S.H." an emo- 
tional ordeal. "Your intel- 
ligence says to end it, but 
your emotion and your 
heart say, 'no,' " fOinger 
appropriated to welfare, 
and said part of it will 
probably go to primary 
and secondary education. 
He added, however, he 
does not know if any new 
money will be appropri- 
ated to higher education, 
an area Brown said should 
become a higher priority 
within the state legis- 
lature. 
"Something that really 
bothers me is that, in the 
last 13 years, the percent of 
revenue given to higher 
education by the legis- 
lature has dropped from 18 
percent to 12 percent," he 
said. "So what happens is 
that the burden shifts to 
the student in the form of 
higher tuition fees. 
"I'm going to try to 
make that change, but the 
whole structure of educa- 
tion is going to have to 
change. I think we're going 
to have to understand that 
education is an ongoing 
process, and it's going to 
cost us some money." 
Brown said the increase 
In unemployment has 
meant the state has had to 
spend more money on wel- 
fare, and in order to do 
that, it often has to cut 
education funds. He added 
that while this may seem 
to be a short-term solution 
to finding welfare funds, it 
could have long range ef- 
fects on the state. 
"We're just starting to 
enter into a highly techno- 
logical society," he said. 
"It's like coming into the 
beginning of the industrial 
revolution. This is not the 
time to cut from educa- 
tion." . 
Rep. Bob Brown BG News photc 
said. 
Elswhere in Ohio, 
"M.A.S.H." bashes were 
planned in many cities, 
with special drinks and 
military fare carrying the 
spirit for the second end to 
the Korean War, albeit a 
television version. 
IN CINCINNATI, CBS 
affiliate WCPO put to- 
gether a special newscast 
televised during the final 
episode. It assembled 73 
seconds of vintage black- 
and-white footage of news- 
reels from the 1950s to 
make an "end of the Ko- 
rean War" segment. 
In Dayton, the manager 
of a pub called Flanagan's 
said she planned to put up 
pup tents to augment the 
''M.A.S.H."   atmosphere. 
Martinis, the favorite fare 
of "MAS.H." character 
Hawkeye Pierce, were on 
special at some bars. But 
Mike Duffy, owner of 
George Newcom's Tavern 
in Dayton, said he had two 
special drinks - a "Hotlips 
Special" named for the 
nubile nurse on the pro- 
gram, and a "Dirty La- 
On Sunday, the Rev. 
Doak Mansfield held a spe- 
cial "M.A.S.H." service 
for his Salem Acres Com- 
munity Church congrega- 
tion in suburban 
Cincinnati.   Mansfield,   a 
captain in the U.S. Army 
reserve, said the television 
program played an impor- 
tant role in helping the 
nation ease the pain and 
conflicts that resulted 
from the Vietnam war. 
In Cleveland, Larry Lin- 
ville, who played Maj. 
Frank Burns for five sea- 
sons of the television show, 
appeared at a party held 
Friday to benefit a chil- 
drens' hospital. Linville 
said the program "is going 
to leave a very large vac- 
uum behind it. The reruns 
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ReCOrds at Big Discounts! 
Save up to $3.00! 
Major label LP's! Top artists! 
Many, many selections in this special purchase. Classics included! 
Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection! 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road   Bowling Green, OH  352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included «gas heat •laundry 
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BEST DEAL IN TOWN 
825 THIRD: ONE BEDROOMS FROM 
$260 PER MONTH. 
841 EIGHTH AND 78S MANVILLE: 
TWO BEDROOMS FROM $230 PER 
MONTH. 
NEW CARPET AND NEW FURNITURE 
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GIVE US A CALL OR STOP BY OUR 
MODEL AT 755 MANVILLE ANYTIME 
BETWEEN 11:00 AND 7:00 ON 
WEEKDAYS. SATURDAYS 10:00 TO 
5:00. 
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Barn remnants decorate home 
by Carole Hornberger 
reporter  
A house is not only, a 
place of residence, it is 
also a reflection of the kind 
of people that live in it. And 
the house of a University 
instructor is no exception. 
The home of Robert 
Beard, an instructor in the 
school of health and physi- 
cal education, and his wife, 
Joan, depicts their per- 
sonal warmth. 
The Beards use their 
home to house foreign stu- 
dents and over-nighters in- 
volved in the American 
Youth Hostel Club, which 
enables travelers to house 
cheaply overnight. 
The Beards' Biddle 
Street home looks like a 
middle-class ranch house, 
but is decorated from parts 
of a 104-year-old barn. The 
Beards found their 
"home" a few years ago. 
"The story behind it," 
Beard said, "is that an old 
man who owned it tried to 
tear it down twice. Both 
times, he suffered a heart 
attack. All we wanted was 
a beam for our hearth but 
the man would only let us 
have it if we took the entire 
barn and tore it down." 
The Beards said they 
decided to use more than 
one beam and add rooms to 
their home. 
ACCORDING TO Mrs. 
Beard, they redesigned 
their house using bam 
materials and old antique 
relics. 
"We did a complete ren- 
ovation," she said. "My 
husband did everything ex- 
cept the plumbing and 
heating." 
Adding a new family 
room with a self-built fire- 
place, a new kitchen, an 
office - which was reno- 
vated from their garage- 
and new bedrooms, they 
were able to fully bring out 
their admiration for an- 
tiques. 
Many of the desks, tables 
and chairs that decorate 
the house are from antique 
shows. Mrs. Beard said her 
husband has refinished all 
of them. 
"I enjoy doing it and 
Mrs. Beard makes sure I 
get it done," he said. 
This enjoyment atoo to 
displayed in artifacts 
placed around the house 
such as an old church pew, 
an old ironing board refi- 
nished and used for a table, 
a fire bell once used In the 
elementary school'Beard 
attended and bottles found 
in their old barn- 
Beard said there are two 
different reactions people 
give him when asked if 
they like the decorations. 
'Tney either like it or 
they don't," be said, 
"There is no in-between." 
Accused broker respected SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS 
BG News photo/Tim Tobln 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Beard house foreign students and over-nighters involved in 
the American Youth Hostel Club. The Beard's home is not your average house, 
being that it's decorated with parts of a 104-year- -old barn. 
Alcohol  
. . .from page one 
"The way to modify behav- 
ior has to come from home. 
Parents have to set a bet- 
ter example. You can't 
have booze parties and ex- 
Bet them (students) to 
have differently. When 
you condone it at home, it's 
an unfortunate thing." 
Shari Miller, guidance 
director at Rogers High 
School in Toledo, said the 
school experienced no 
change and expected no 
change when the law went 
into effect. 
"It's not hard for them to 
Eet it at 16. Why should it 
e  any  harder  at   18?" 
Miller said. 
A spokesperson for both 
the Wood County and Lu- 
cas County sheriff's de- 
ertments said there have 
en no fewer alcohol-re- 
lated traffic fatalities on a 
local level. Lieutenant 
Raymond Smith, post com- 
mander at the Lucas 
County post of the State 
Highway Patrol, said he 
could not detect any fewer 
highway deaths since the 
law went into effect. He 
said he did not expect any 
change because he did not 
feel one year would make a 
difference. 
"If the laws we had now 
were abided by, we 
wouldn't have as much of a 
problem," Smith said. "I 
don't know if additional 
laws would change much. 
You can write all kinds of 
laws, but if you don't have 
compliance not much will 
change." 
JOHN MADIGAM, To- 
ledo municipal chief pros- 
ecutor, said he did not see 
the new law increasing the 
prosecution of minors, but 
added be is not responsible 
for prosecuting minors. 
"I don't get too many 18- 
and   19-year-olds,"   Mad- 
San said. "20- to 30-year- 
ds share a higher inci- 
dent of drunk driving." 
Perry Driscoll, the pros- 
ecutor in charge of minors 
in Toledo, said he has seen 
no signs of change since 
the law went into effect. He 
said he thinks it may have 
helped because 18-year- 
olds bought a lot of alcohol 
for minors. 
However, he added, if 
anything, the number of 
cases he has had to handle 
has increased. 
TOLEDO (AP) - Ed- 
ward Wolfram, the stock- 
broker who authorities say 
is at the center of investi- 
gations into the $36 million 
collapse of a Toledo stock 
brokerage house, is highly 
regarded by friends and 
former associates. 
Wolfram was managing 
partner of Bell & Beckwitn 
when the company was 
closed Feb. 7 by federal 
investigators who uncov- 
ered the collateral short- 
age in accounts owned by 
his wife, Zula Wolfram. 
About 7,500 customers 
are waiting to learn the 
status of their cash and 
security accounts, but few 
were critical of him de- 
spite the swift demise of 
the 85-year-old firm. 
Descriptions of Wolfram 
by friends and former as- 
sociates are "generous, 
hard-working, bright" .. 
and "ambitious." 
One former customer 
said, "If Ted Wolfram 
called me tomorrow and 
told me be was with an- 
other brokerage, I'd give 
him my business." 
Until their financial em- 
pire began to collapse 
three weeks ago, the Wolf- 
rams split their time be- 
tween Toledo and a Las 
Vegas hotel and casino 
complex they controlled. 
They owned a horse farm 
in Ocala, Fla., that pro- 
duced high-quality racing 
stock, a land and cattle 
company, two airplanes 
and   two   oil-exploration 
companies. 
Mrs. Wolfram ran a Las 
Vegas show production 
company called Zula Pro- 
ductions. Her last show, 
"Spellcaster," was playing 
at her hotel, the Land- 
mark, the weekend a dozen 
investigators from the 
New York Stock Exchange 
and the federal Securities 
and Exchange Commis- 
sion shut down the broker- 
age house. 
The hotel, horse farm 
and other assets owned by 
the Wolframs have been 
signed over to Patrick 
McGraw, the trustee who 
is overseeing liquidation of 
Bell & Beckwith. 





$1.00 off any $3.00 
purchase 
on* coupon per purchase 
1441 E  WoostnSl. 
« Behind Findei'i EM y 
Houre M F g 10 Sal   * Sun   9-10 
S PreMffl HO. coupon 3541001 
I expires 3/5/83 • 
u   Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels • 
Hair Unlimited, Inc. 
Family Hair Care 
& Tanning Center 
Especially for You 
Precision Hair Cut 
Only 6.00 
Mon, Tues, & Wed. 
143 W. Wooster 353-3281 
AAMCO 
i TMNSMSSXMS * 
2414 N. MAM ST. 
.      FMDUY     , 
423-8218 
(Call Collect) 
AAMCO'S INSPECTION SERVICE 
Exactly what is wrong. 
Exactly what it will cost to correct the problem. 
NO CHARGE 
I, ~~-, Ik. MM IIIP.II. —4 H.H.H..I.4 
,f»W» I- r*»' <*r NO ONt - NO MA III. HOW OOOO A MfCHAMK 
Ht > - CAN T»l TOO UACIIV »M»T ■ MONO Ot OM YOU AN IX- 
ACT MKX WITHOUT ■MKlVfln AND OOMANTUNO TOW 
TUNUMUION. 
MMAHTU TOUi WAIN—IIOII TO "NO OUT WHAT ■ WONO AND 
HOW MUCH IT Ml COiT TO CO— CT TM MNMUM. WI OO All THtl 
KMNOCHANMI 
No GOMIWOT* - N. tUllkl - MO CHARGE I 
» H« ■V» 
ONE DAY Special 
Tuesday Only 
All Knee Socks 
Buy any two pair at regular 
price select third pair 
FREE 
(same price or less) 
Tues Eve. Open till 9:00 
The Powder Puff 




3 students $120 a montWSMO a semes* pel person 
Summer Rentals- 
staring at $150 a month per apt 
$375 enM Summer S«s*m 
Efficiency Apts.- Houses- 
long & short term leases 9 & 12 month leases 
Single Rooms- 
all near campus Phone: 352-7365 
 _* i  
presents: 
William Thourlby 
"You are what you wear a 
Mr. Thourlby, the original Marlboro man, 
has been wardrobe advisor for 
two former presidents. Come see 
what he can do for you! 
Tonight at 8:00pm 
Grand Ballroom 
Free and 
open to all 
ALL STUDENTS WITH 
NATIONAL DEFENSE - 
DIRECT STUDENT LOANS 
OR NURSING STUDENT 
LOANS WHO ARE 
GRADUATING OR   LEAVING 
B.G.S.U. AFTER SPRING 
SEMESTER 1983  ARE 
REQUIRED TO  ATTEND AN 
INTERVIEW. PLEASE 
CONTACT THE STUDENT 
LOAN COLLECTION OFFICE 
BEFORE MAY 1,1983 
AT 372-0112 TO 
SCHEDULE AN 
APPOINTMENT. 
WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS 
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND 
FALL-ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED 
2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, AS LOW AS $478" 
PER SEMESTER-4 MAN OCCUPANCY 
FURNISHED. UNFURNISHED $450 each. 
2 BEDROOM, 1 BATH-FURNISHED $365 
2 OR 3 MAN OCCUPANCY-$548 per 
SEMESTER PER PERSON/3 MAN OCCUPANCY 
REMEMBER WHEN IT COMES TO 
SERVICE, COME TO WINTHROP TERRACE 
VESTUMWEMTS MUUHiN 
NUMEI ME.. SMMT ST. WIAF0LE 01 
VOTED ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO 
LIVE BY BG STUDENTS 
: IT iii untm m. 
ItttfSMMMhFH 
SKI WEEKEND TRIP 
March 5 & 6 
LAST TRIP OF THE SEASON 
call 2-2343 
AI AJpne and Brighton IMtJM 
$75.00 /person 
(four in a room) 
Price includes:   Transportation 
"Must sign up by 
FRIDAY" 
Breakfast & Dinner 
Lift Ticket 
Two Lessons 
Equipment Down Hill 
or 
Cross Country 
Like to Hike? 
Backtrack trip through 
beautiful Zalejki, Ohio 
We will leave BG at 6:00am 
on Sat. March 5, and 
return Sun. evening, Mar. 6. 
Cost: M2.50 per person. 
For more information, 
call the UAO Office at 
2-2343 
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Trapper gets in touch with nature 
by Jeff James 
reporter  
Jim Bodenmiller, a sophomore psy- 
chology major, has his own way of 
getting in touch with nature. 
Bodenmiller's hobby, trapping ani- 
mals, is to some people a questionable 
passtime. 
I got started about seven years 
ago, Bodenmiller said. "My older 
brother was a trapper and it Just 
seemed like a good thing to get in- 
volved in." 
Bodenmiller traps fox in southern 
Ohio and muskrats In Bowling Green 
as a way to break up school pressures 
in winter. 
Bodenmiller said although trapping 
is sometimes frowned upon, it has 
been receiving more popularity. 
"More people have been getting 
into trapping lately to supplement 
their income," he said. 
"This is basically because there is 
some money to make in trapping, but 
not too much. After buying trapping 
supplies, about $40 a dozen for fox 
traps, and the two licenses (trapping 
and hunting), there is not much room 
for profit. 
EVEN THOUGH there has been an 
increase in trappers in the last few 
years, regulations make getting into 
the sport difficult, Bodenmiller said. 
He explained that before a person can 
trap, he must attend a trapper school. BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor 
TraDDed Jim Bodenmiller. a sophmore psychology major, sets a trap and prepares to place it under some brush in an   The school is a way to educate poten- 
area located across from the golf course near Poe Road. The trap Is used to catch muskrats. which are  ^appers^djui effort to make the golf 
fair game only in the fall months. 
The procedures Bodenmiller uses to 
trap fox and muskrat are different 
with each animal. Fox trapping is 
quite a bit harder than muskrat trap- 
ping, according to Bodenmiller. 
"No human scent can be left on the 
trap or around the area on the 
ground," he said. 
"For fox trapping, the trap is 
Elaced below the ground. The animal 
i caught by the foot which is cal- 
loused much like the skin of the hu- 
man elbow. The fox Is then held in this 
area until the trapper checks his 
traps, which is by law every M 
hours." 
BODENMILLER SAID he checks 
his traps every morning and evening 
to be sure the catch is not destroyed 
by predators. 
Sometimes, the tables will turn, and 
the trapper will seem to become a 
victim of his own circumstances. Bod- 
enmiller described such a situation. 
He was out checking his traps one 
day. when he saw a large raccoon run 
in front of him. Curious of these 
animals, Bodenmiller followed it to a 
drainage tile where the animal had 
crawled inside. Determined to get a 
better look at the raccoon, Bodenmil- 
ler himself crawled into the tile, 
where he became stuck. 
Bodenmiller said, "I could see out 
the end of the tile, and saw that it was 
raining. I could see the tile Oiling up 
with water, and started to panic. I 
finally squeezed out, but still it was 
verv scary." • 
Anti-trapping groups, Bodenmiller 
said, are misguided. 
"They sav trappers are not out to 
help animals which they are. 
'Tor one thine, trappers trap only 
in overpopulatoa areas. It would be 
foolish to trap in areas where animal 
poulation is down, mainly because it 
doesn't do the animals much good." 
THE PUBLIC'S opinion in recent 
years regarding trapping has not 
bees favorable, according to Boden- 
miller, who said anti-trapping groups 
misinform the public. 
"Most anti-trapping groups play with 
peoples emotions." Bodenmiller said. 
Toe public is also very uneducated 
and ill-informed on the realities of 
trapping. For one thing, trappers 
don't beat their catch. This would only 
damage the fur resulting in less value 
and less money received by the trap- 
per." Bodenmiller said unethical tra- 
ppers are not trappers at all. 
He is optimistic about the future of 
trapping and has no guilty feeling 
about it. He said he believes it has a 
place in sports Just like fishing or 
"Experts on animals from the De- 
partment of Natural Resources and 
Ohio Divison of Wildlife support trap- 
Some of the good things about 
is that it controls animal 
which can cause disease, 
rery rarely an animal dies of old 
age," Bodenmiller said. "Habitat de- 
struction hurts animal population 
more than trappers and some unseen 
natural occurences are much more 
cruel than trapping." 
IS" '<$* P   FREE cup of soup 
w/$2.75 or $3.50 salad 
11-4:00 Inside only 
SMORGASBORD 
All the pizza and salad 
YOU CAN EAT! 
5-10 inside only 
No pick up or delivery on specials 
Court affirms AT&T decision 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
The Supreme Court upheld 
the settlement yesterday 
that broke up the Ameri- 
can Telephone & Tele- 
graph Co., and ruled 
separately that cities may 
fight local unemployment 
by insisting that jobs on 
Smblic   construction   pro- 
ects go to city residents. 
The court affirmed the 
Justice Department's deal 
with AT&T without even 
waiting to bear oral argu- 
ments in the case. The 
justices rejected bvsM 
vote an appeal by 13 states 
that said the settlement 
infringed on state regula- 
tory powers and may leave 
phone users with inade- 
quate service. 
By a 7-2 vote, the court 
said Boston did not violate 
the Constitution in requir- 
ing that its residents hold 
one-half the jobs on tax- 
payer-financed   projects 
within the city. 
While the Boston case 
dealt only with a 50-50 job 
quota, the decision seem- 
ingly grants cities the 
power to exclude all non- 
residents from jobs sup- 
ported by local or federal 
tax dollars. 
THE COURT also: 
-   Agreed  to   consider 
whether public broadcast 
t ♦ ♦ ♦ 
♦ 
t ♦ ♦ ♦ 
f OLLEGE NIGHT 
T«U«E«S«D«A-Y 
ADULTS $1.99 
A Chopped Steok or File! of Fish Dinner with Baked Potato, 
Warm Roll with Butter and Our All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar, or... 
Enjoy a Ribeye Steak Dinner Complete for just $2.49. 
CHILDREN .99 
Hamburger or Hot Dog with Choice of Potato 
and Pudding or Gelatin. 
romstiosA, 
University Village 
WE STILL WAVE APARTMENTS FOR NEXT YEAR! 
•Close to campus, banks and fast food      OFFICE HOURS 
•Dependable maintenance Mon-Fri 9-5 
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid ' •■ Sat 9-12 
Tenant pays electric only 
$620 ea./semester ?   \ 
•Summer rates available 352-0164 
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE 
BEHIND WENDY'S. 
stations receiving federal 
aid can be barred from 
airing editorials. A federal 
judge in Los Angeles 
struck down law imposing 
the ban. 
The Federal Commu- 
nication Commission says 
the ban L' needed to assure 
that broadcasters will not 
be pressured into becom- 
ing government propa- 
ganda organs. 
- Agreed to decide, in a 
case that could affect thou- 
sands of self-described po- 
litical refugees, what proof 
aliens must show to dem- 
onstrate they will be politi- 
cally   persecuted   if 




CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS 
Adjacent to Sterling Milk • Dexters - Dorsey Drugs 
Model Apt B-15 Open Weekdays* Saturdays 11-4 
Otherwise by appointment 
Rentals for 2-3-4 person        9 or 12 month leases • individualized leases 
* Landlord pays heat and A/C ■ water & sewage 
* 5 minute walk to Downtown - 2 minute walk to campus 
* Units are well insulated, soundproof - with deadbott locks 
- * No car required - save on gas & car expense 
* No long walk in sub-zero and rainy weather 
' Owned and managed by landlord 
These are only a few of the 
many good reasons for living at 
Campus Manor! 
Rates from 119.00 per person per month   (4 person occupancy) 
Special Summer Rate of $475 entire summer session 




THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS 
in conjunction with 
UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
Offers to the Students of 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PROFESSIONAL 
RESUME 
Reasonable Rates SERVICES 
Professional Quality on the Most Sophisticated Typesetting 
Equipment in Bowling Green. 
Call 372-2601 or slop by 106 University Hall 
m.HI.I.U.HJJJ.IMM^MI.MMM.IMM.IMM^ 
In the Boston case, Jus- 
tice William Rehnquist 
said for the court that Con- 
gress intended to support 
"the type of parochial fa- 
voritism expressed" by the 
city's hiring restrictions. 
Rehnquist said federal 
Urban Development Ac- 
tion Grants "were in- 
tended to encourage 
economic revitalization, 
including improved oppor- 
tunities for the poor, mi- 
norities and unemployed." 
Furthermore, Rehnquist 
said, it is not unconstitu- 
tional for a city to require 
that local workers be given 
favored status when it 
spends its own construc- 
tion money. 
IN OTHER matters, the 
court took these actions: 
- Left intact the I960 
obstruction-of-justice con- 
viction and resulting five- 
year prison sentence of 
reputed one-time Mafia 
chieftain Joseph "Joe Ba- 
nanas" Bonanno. 
- Agreed to consider 
striking down a $10 million 
award against Monsanto 
Company for price fixing. 
The chemical firm' was 
sued successfully oy a 
company that distributed a 
weed killer made by Mon- 
santo. 
- Refused to hear the 
appeal of a Chicago area 
woman who claims two 
medical schools denied her 
admission because of her 
sex and age. The justices 
in 1979 used Geraldine Can- 
non's case to strengthen a 
federal law banning sex 
bias in education, but Can- 
non, 47, still lost her bid to 
become a med student. 
Thank You 
MARK'S PIZZA Pub 








March 9th       ^)\V 
7:00 to 11:00 p.m. 
^participate In Sunny contest, games! 
activities and get a chance 
to win a trip 
to Daytona Beach, Florida. 
So cone dressed Beachyl 
For more Info call Rec 2-2711 
<6r THE vy& &, 
'A 
'*ouore4hy Rec ProflraaMaiag Board 
824 SIXTH STREET 
• 2 BDRM. FURNISHED 
• LAUNDRY FACILITIES IN 
BUILDING 
• FREE HEAT, WATER, & 
SEWER 
• SPECIAL RATES FOR 
GROUPS OF20R3 
• MODEL APT. AVAILABLE 
FOR SHOWING 336 s. 
352W620  NEWLOVE   MAm 
 MANAGEMENT 
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ELSEWHERE 
Salvadoran peasants killed 
LAS HOJAS, El Salvador 
(AP) - Uniformed soldiers 
seized at least 18 peasants, 
including two old men and 
two children, bound the 
captives and executed 
them with automatic 
weapons fire, relatives and 
local authorities said Sun- 
day. 
In San Salvador, the fed- 
eral government said it 
was aware of the killings 
and promised an investiga- 
tion. 
The government, fight- 
ing a 40-montb-old civil 
war with leftist guerrillas. 
is under intense pressure 
from the United States to 
curb human rights abuses 
by the army. Washington 
Is El Salvador's main 
source of military aid. 
Family members and lo- 
cal authorities found at 
least 18 corpses scattered 
in the underbrush beside 
the Cuyuapa River about a 
mile from Las Hojas, a 
farming cooperative run 
by an organization of In- 
dian peasants. 
Witnesses and relatives 
said all the victims had 
been seized by uniformed 
soldiers who hauled them 
to the river in army trucks 
last Tuesday, bound their 
hands behind their backs 
and shot them with high- 
powered automatic weap- 
The killers dragged 
seven men from theirhov- 
els at the Las Hojas coop- 
erative, and grabbed eight 
other people from the ham- 
let of Agua Santa, three 
miles to the east, as the 
peasants prepared to cut 
sugar cane, relatives said. 
They said at least three 
other people from other 
villages were shot. 
Some members of the 
peasants' organization, 
called the National Asso- 
ciation of Salvadoran In- 
digenous, blamed the 
killings on personal ri- 
valries and land disputes 
in the area in Sonsonate 
province, 40 miles west of 
San Salvador. 
The organization's presi- 
dent, Adrian Esquina, ac- 
cused local landowners 
and military commanders 
of killing the seven cooper- 
ative members. He said 
the landowners wanted to 
Nuns wait to enter convent 
CINCINNATI (API - 
Some women are waiting 
until later in life to become 
nuns, and religious com- 
munities see it as a posi- 
tive trend. 
"We want our sisters to 
first have college and/or 
work experience, and lots 
of time before they make a 
decision to come here," 
Sister Jaquelyn Mc- 
Cracken, director of com- 
munications for the Sisters 
of St Francis at Olden- 
burg, Ind., said. "So now 
we see far more postulants 
who are in their late 20s, 
30s and 40s. 
"Most religious orders 
no longer even accept 18- 
year-old high school grad- 
uates as postulants, as was 
their tradition for centu- 
ries. They want women 
today to get into their lives 
first, to be really sure 
When the time is right and 
the desire still there, they 
will come." 
It's not uncommon nowa- 
days for religious commu- 
nities to attract former 
businesswomen, house- 
wives and mothers. The 
Archdiocese of Cincinnati 
received 15 inquiries in the 
last two years from older 
women who thought they'd 
like to become nuns. 
Sister Betty Bond, 47, is 
dean of students at Our 
Lady of Angels High 
School in suburban Cincin- 
nati. She has always been a 
Catholic, but didn't be- 
come a nun until she was 
46. 
She was engaged to be 
married once, Dut it didn't 
work out. She taught 
school for two decades, but 
felt a "lack of peace of 
mind. I knew what I was 
doing was working, but it 
was not complete. 
She entered the Olden- 
burg community in 1974 for 
the second time, and took 
her final vows a little more 
than a year ago. 
Sister Bond first felt an 
urging to enter the order in 
1971. 
"But it was not the right 
time," she said. "It was a 
disaster for me then. I 
wasn't ready. 
"Then in 1974,1 was re- 
ady. I entered the commu- 
nity at Oldenburg as a 
mature woman who knew 
her own mind. This time I 
knew it was right for me." 
The transition has been 
easier than she expected. 
"It is a change of life- 
style, for sure. And there 
are problems," Sister 
Bond said. "But you don't 
become less, you become 
more. 
destroy the 200-acre farm 
so they could get the prop- 
erty. 
American advisers are 
training Salvadoran 
troops. 
Esquina said the Sonso- 
nate province army com- 
mander, Col. Elmer 
Gonzalez Arraujo, ad- 
mitted his troops had killed 
17 people in the area be- 
cause of information that 
they were "subversives." 
Gonzalez could not be 
reached for comment. He 
commands the 1,200 Jag- 
uar Battalion based at Son- 
sonante,   where   10 
AT A GLANCE * ^ *» ^«»q 
Guillotines for sale 
GALVESTON,Ind.(AP) 
- Larry Lawrence says he 
doesn't know what pur- 
chasers do with his guillo- 
tines, but he's pretty sure 
that people aren't losing 
their heads over them. 
Hat racks, business 
signs or conversation 
pieces are the likely uses, 
Lawrence said, adding 
that one guillotine was or- 
dered with a warning to 
shoplifters painted on the 
blade. 
Lawrence and his wife, 
Lori, have been selling 
Larry and Lori Guillotines 
for five years. They design 
their guillotines to be seen, 
not behead. 
Their best seller, the 
Marie Antoinette, is 6 feet 
tall with an unweighted 
aluminum blade. The head 
stock is plugged so the 
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Bowling Green Slate University 
Student Publications 
• KEY EDITOR 
• OBSIDIAN EDITOR 
Applications available: 106 University Hall 
Deadline: Wednesday, March 16, 5p.m. 
The Michael R. Ferrari Award 
NOMINATIONS   . 
ARE NOW OPEN 
for the inaugural presentation of 
The Michael R. Ferrair Award 
Faculty, students and staff may 
submit a nomination. 
Nomination forms and explanation of criteria 
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KAPPA DELTA...    KAPPA DELTA...     KAPPA DELTA... * 
4    WAV TO nn TTA ! 
I 
AY TO GO K ! 
|*Overall Chapter f 
Scholarship Award * 
5*Highest Sorority 5 
5 , Scholarship Award | 
2*Special Congratulations P 
*to: ? 
Dawn Jonard for 
I "Who's Who" 
< GREAT JOB! 
I 
'KAPPA    KAPPA DELTA.KAPPA DELTA...    DELTA..* 
PERMS $30.00 
(INCLUDES HAIRCUT)} 
MASK FOR MINDY OR ROP\ 
ROMAN'S HAIR DESIGNERS 
STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107 
body's neck. 
'There's no way you can 
be hurt," Lawrence says. 
"Well, I guess you could 
mash your finger if you got 
it in the way, but that 
would be about all." 
The top of the line is the 
20-foot Robespierre, which 
sells for $3,000. "It's pri- 
marily for outdoor use," 
Lawrence explains. 
"We're going to put one in 
our front yard." 
The design is based on a 
guillotine Lawrence's late 
father, a magician, gave 
him several years ago. 
"A friend, a doctor, saw 
it and wanted one for him- 
self," Lawrence says. "He 
was so insistent I manufac- 
tured one for him. I made 
two or three more for other 
people. One thing led to 
another, and I got into 
business." 
Rented desks hold secrets of users 
NEW YORK (AP) - Executives and secretaries store a lot more than paper 
clips, memo pads and ballpoint pens in their desk drawers. 
Leonard Itkin, vice president of The Itkins office furniture company, recently 
compiled a partial list of items left inside rented desks returned to the firm ■ 
Manhattan warehouse. They included: 
- Towels "borrowed" from hotels in San Francisco, London, Seattle, Tel Aviv, 
Zurich and Omaha, Neb. 
- A leather whip and matching mask. 
- A Barbie doll, dressed in Ken doll clothes. 
- A Los Angeles telephone directory - from 1946. 
- Twinkies. Lots of them. 
- A video cassette featuring what Lewis Itkin, company president, described as 
several men and women "engaged in acts of extreme friendship." 
- A live turtle (immediately adopted by the warehouse supervisor). 
- A complete set of 1971 Playboy magazines, in mint condition except for 12 
missing centerfolds. 
- Three pairs of bright red men's bikini briefs, found in the drawer of a female 
advertising executive. 
- A pair of boxing gloves. 
Actress Foster bothered by nobody 
NEW YORK (AP) - Jodie Foster, the actress John Hinckley says he wanted to 
impress when he shot President Reagan, said yesterday that despite the publicity 
"nobody really bothers me." 
Put, she added, "The best thing you can say about any of it is that it's over." 
Foster, who starred in the film "Taxi Driver," said in an interview on ABC's 
"Good Morning, America" that, "You get occasional sort of people who call up, 
but other than that, no one ever bothers me." 
Asked whether ihe Hinckley case had changed her, she replied, "I would say 
that college has changed me. You know, that whole three years of starting out, 
freshman year and then going on. . . just being in a strange environment.' 
42) 
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Bowling Green icers split series with Ohio State 
by Tracy Collins 
sports reporter  
In a regular season which saw 
Bowling Green's hockey team post a 
record of 25-7-4, the Falcons had a 
surprisingly difficult time with the 
Buckeyes of Ohio State. 
With a 10-5 shellacking of the Fal- 
cons last Friday at the OSU Ice Rink, 
the Buckeyes added their third blem- 
ish to BG's shining record, and contin- 
ued to be the one team BG had not 
defeated in the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association. That stigma 
ended the following evening, when a 
sparkling performance by senior 
goaltender Mike David helped the 
Falcons to a 6-3 win at the Ice Arena. 
OSU finished the season in second 
place in the league - tied with Michi- 
gan State five points behind the Fal- 
cons - but the Buckeves looked like 
anything but a secona place team on 
Friday, jumping out to a 5-1 lead after 
the first period and coasting to the 
victory. 
Paul Pooley scored a hat trick in 
the opening contest, with Andy 
Browne and Dave Kobryn adding two 
goals apiece as the Buckeyes pep- 
pered BG goalie Wayne Collins with 
42 shots on goal. The Falcons man- 
aged 47 shots, but John Dougan 
turned in 42 saves in the contest. 
"WE GOT beat by a real sound 
hockey team," BG coach Jerry York 
said. "They deserve their national 
ranking. They beat us very convin- 
cingly and in all fashions. We could 
have played eight periods and not 
beaten that team tonight. They way 
they played and the way we played, 
the 'W' was definitely going to go to 
them. They are definitely better than 
Michigan State." 
The Falcons were consistently 
troubled by the aggressive forecheck- 
ing of the OSU forwards, and they 
were caught behind on numerous oc- 
casions  when the  Buckeyes  were 
breaking out of their zone,  
well - they dominated the play," 
Welch said. "We shadowed (Brian) 
WDOM-COLLIOE HOCKEY STATISTICS 
BUREAU MEDIA POLL 
ploc
«   School (first place votes)    po'nts 
1. Minnesota 100 
2. North Dakota 82 
3. • i evidence 61 
4. SOWLING OMEN 59 
5. Wisconsin 51 
6. Harvard 47 
7. Ohio State 42 
8. Minn. Dululh 38 
9. Mich. State 26 
10.St. Lawrence 19 
Place 
WMPL COACHES POLL 
School (lirst place votes) POINTS 
1. Minnesota 100 
2. BOWLING OHEEN 80 
3. North Dakota 78 
4. Providence 66 
5. Michigan State 48 
6. Ohio State 42 
7. Wisconsin 40 
8. Harvard 26 
9. St. Lawrence 23 
lO.MInn.-Duluth 20 
"They have good forwards - the 
Pooleys, Kobryn, Browne - when they 
got near that goal, it was bang, 
bang," York said. 
OSU coach Jerry Welch said that a 
key to the game was the domination of 
the Buckeyes' top line over BG's top 
line. 
"Paul's (Pooley) line played very 
Hills a little bit, but not very in- 
tensely. Hills wasn't working - it's 
hard to tell if it is effective when Hills 
isn't working." 
HILLS WAS held to one assist in the 
game, while seeing his goal-scoring 
lead evaporate because of Browne's 
performance. Browne showed good 
opportunism around the net during 
the weekend, scoring the first goal just 1:15 into the contest with OSU on 
a three-on-two rush. Perry Pooley 
added a shorthanded goal just 37 
seconds later. 
Good forechecking by Perry Braun 
and George Roll allowed Braun to 
score a goal just as a Falcon penalty 
ended to cut the margin to 2-1, with 
11:20 left in the period. Almost two 
minutes later, Bruce Tillotson put a 
nice centering pass past Collins to 
again make it a two-goal lead for the 
Buckeyes. 
The lead was extended to 5-1 when 
OSU scored two goals in a seven 
second span late in the period. Dan 
Kane cut the lead to 5-2 early in the 
second period, but three unanswered 
goals by OSU during the period put 
the game out of reach. 
"We got the breaks early, and that 
made the difference in the game," 
Welch said. "We scored first; if they 
had scored first, it might have been a 
different story. They took a kick in the 
rear tonight, and that should help 
them tomorrow night" 
WELCH'S comment was a proph- 
ecy, for it was a different Falcon team 
that took the ice in front of a standing- 
room-only crowd at the Ice Arena. 
Falcons 2nd in MAC 
Just how good are the BG roundballers? 
Bowling Green basketball coach 
John Weinert has said all year long 
that his team is a team of charac- 
ter - not a team of characters. 
As a member of the media, I 
have gotten a bit tired of hearing 
this throughout the season. Yet, 
now, as the season is unveiling its 
final memoirs, this statement has 
risen from amidst the smoke of the 
Mid-American Conference basket- 
ball chase to prove its worth. 
Watching the team this Saturday 
against Ohio University in what 
some had termed the "game of the 
year" for the Falcons, it seemed as 
if this team had written the script 
for the game - on its way to a 89-i5 
shellacking of the Bobcats. 
There have been teams with bet- 
ter talent. Yet, this team not only 
has a bunch of talent, but it also has 
the ability (one that is found only in 
winners) of being able to play up to 
the occasion. 
This Saturday, the Falcon fury 
five had a surprisingly easy time of 
it against the Digger Bobcats. With 
picture-percision-passing, BG 
showed why they are the class of 
the MAC. In the big garnets), like 
so many time before this season, 
they played some of the best bas- 
ketball that a team in the MAC has 
played in recent history. 
"BOWLING GREEN, in my 
opinion, deserves first place be- 
cause they are the best team," 
Danny Nee, the OU coach said, 
"it's not even close. They did ev- 
erything I think it takes to be a 
championship team. I kept looking 
up and wondering how in the hell 
did they get this many points." 
But score they did. Following the 
supreme example of captain and 
point guard David Greer, the Fal- 
cons ran the fast break to perfec- 
tion and left the 5,230 fans in awe at 
times with their deft passes. 
The performance truly left peo- 
ple wondering "just how good is 
BG?" 
That question is one that I've 
given.a lot.of thought to lately. 
Some people say that BG is just one 
big man short of being a great 
team. 
But, realistically, BG has not 
played the kind of schedule that 
onn would term "touch". They 
have, tough, dominated the MAC 
this season. What's that? some 
people would reply. 
Well, I think that the conference 
is on a low year, as far as talent 
goes. But BG, in my opinion, could 
play in a lot of conferences. Better 
ones; and still be quite compet- 
itive. 
"WHEN WE play as a team like 
that," Greer said. "I honestly don't 
think there are a whole lot of teams 
that can stay with us. All these 
§uys on the team can stroke it (put 
le ball in the basket). How would 
you like to guard a David Jenkins 
when a big man with quickness like 
Colin Irish is passing the ball to 
him. It's awesome." 
Awesome. That is a word over- 
played at times. BG is not awe- 
some. But they are exciting. They 
are not the University of Kentucky, 
but they are a very talented team, 
who, when playing well, could hold 
its own against most opponents. 
Although the Falcon club might 
not make it to the final four etc., it 
would be tough to find five players 
who play together so well. With the 
biggest starter measuring in at 6- 
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Bowling Green's hockey team concluded another sucessful season 
as they captured the Central Collegiate Hockey Association 
Championship for the second straight year. Ranking consistently 
among the nation's top teams, the BG leers concluded their regular 
season with a 25-7-4 record under fourth-year coach Jerry York. At the 
end of the regular season, the Falcons were ranked second nationally 
, in the WMPL Coaches' Poll and fourth In the WOOM-CHSB Media Poll, j 
foot 7, the Falcons have to rely on 
other things to win. 
"We'd better be quick, becuase 
we're not very big, Weinert said. 
"I think our kids love each other. I 
think they really care for each 
ther. Because of that they can take 
criticism from each other and they 
relate to each toner. They respect 
each other as human beings - not 
just as athletes." 
But still the question lingers - 
how good are the Falcons? 
I FEEL that BG could surprise 
some people. That's in the future 
but they have impressed a lot of 
fans this season. The toughest part 
will be overcoming the stigma of 
being in a relatively unknown con- 
ference. 
BG lives in its own little world in 
Northwest Ohio. That world, if the 
Falcons proceed on to NCAA tour- 
nament action, will pass away. 
But look for even better things to 
happen to the BG basketball pro- 
gram. If not this year, then in the 
near future. The nucleus is there. 
The excitemnt from the fans is 
there. 
BG may be a big man away from 
being a national force in the hoop 
circuit. Or, just maybe this March 
in the NCAA tourney, people might 
find that they are just one big win 
away from claiming that role. . 
by Steve Quinn 
sports reporter  
When a swim team goes to a 
championship meet with swimmers 
that nave bronchitis, mononucleosis, 
and broken fingers, it would seem 
impossible for that team to come up 
with a respectible finish. 
Bowling Green's women's swim 
team got caught in this situation, but 
they did come away from a Northern 
Illinios hosted Mid-American Confer- 
ence championship meet with a re- 
spectable second place finish. BG's 
score of 518 was not anywhere near 
Miami's winning score of 733. How- 
ever, the Falcons did beat out six 
other teams with Eastern Michigan 
finishing the closest to the women 
tankers with 430. 
Other teams finishing were North- 
ern Illinios (322), Ohio University 
(186), Ball State (178), Western Michi- 
gan (147), and Kent State (82). 
BG was plagued with injuries and 
illnesses throughout the most of the 
regular season and the MAC 
championships were no exception. 
"We had some unusual hardships 
during the season," coach Ron Zwier- 
lein said. "We did not have a real 
healthy team there (Northern). It is 
just something that a coach has to 
deal with." 
JUNIOR AMY Kindy, who has been 
battling bronchitis for the past month, 
was not able to retain her MAC title in 
the 500-yard freestyle. Kindy did, 
however, swim on BG's winning 800- 
freestyle relay team. 
"I still think Amy swam well with 
her illness," Zwierlein said. 
Freshman Beth Ricketts got mono- 
nucleosis one week before the 
championship meet but was still able 
to score points for the Falcons in four 
events. 
Freshman divers Carolyn Valencik 
and Julie Long both suffered broken 
fingers this year. Valencik broke her 
finger during a meet against North- 
western and was not ab;e to practice 
for close to three weeks. Long had the 
same misfortune as Valencik but at a 
more untimely moment - she broke 
her finger during the championship 
meet. 
The Falcons won only one event 
out-of-25 but depth provided the sup- 
port they needed to secure second 
8lace. The women tankers captured 
le 800-freestyle with Midge Hill, 
Kristin Green, Donna Homberger and 
Kindy swimming for the Falcons. 
Senior Terry Alexander gave some 
strong performances in her finale as a 
BG swimmer. Alexander set a MAC 
championship record by scoring 40 
points. This was the most points ever 
scored by a senior in the three years 
the MAC has sponsored a 
championship meet. 
Alexander took third place in the 
50,100,and 200-butterfly. She also took 
10th and 12th in the 100 and 50-free- 
style, respectively. 
Zwierlein did not express any great 
displeasure with the Falcons meet 
results. 
"We have nothing to be ashamed 
with second place, Zwierlein said. 
"Thirteen of the 20 girls we took were 
freshman." 
The season is over for all of BG's 
swimmers but Falcon divers Marcia 
Scodova and Valencik have qualified 
for the NCAA zone competition in 
Indianapolis IN. Scodova will be com- 
peting in the one-meter competition 
while Valencik will do her diving in 
the three-meter competition 
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS 
741 HIGH ST. 721 HIGH ST. 731 HIGH ST. 
820 8th St. 840 8th St. 
Open M-f 9-4:30 
I0« LEASING FOR SUMMER I FALL 1983 
2 Bedroom Fully Furnished and Carpeted 
•Food Waste Disposal-Bath and 1/2 
•Gas Heat-Landlord Pays 
•Gas Hot Water-Landlord Pays 
•Gas Range-Landlord Pays 
'•'RESIDENT PAYS ELECTRIC (light only)*" 
•Cablevlsion Available 'Patios and Balconies 
•Largo Closet Space    'Soundproofing 
*9 or 12 Month Lease  'Plenty of Ample Parking 
'Laundry Faculties in Buildings 
CREMYW080 HEALTH SPA 
Complete FecllHlet for man and women 
•Hydro-Spa Whirlpool 'Indoor Heeled Pool 
•Matoe Sauna -Sun Lamp* 
•Shower Massage 'Newly Built 
•Complete Ezarslea Equipment 
SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRY WOOD SPA 





Rental Office: 835 High St. 
92 OFF 
Any large pizza 
with TWO or more items 
nPbGneiloY Ffee Delivery 
I^ZXBV ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
Expires 3/31/83 OPIN 4 P.m. 
352-5166 Voted Best Pizza In B.C. 
> COUPON        ■ 
$\ OFF 
Any medium pizza 
with TWO or more items 
OPIN 4 p.m. 
352-5166 
lOfJl" Free Delivery 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
Expires 3/31/83 
Voted Best Pizza In B.C. 
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Championship weekend 
Basketball, gymnastics win share of MAC titles 
BG'a Colin Irish attempts a shot over an Ohio player during 
Saturday's Mid-American Conference title tie clinching 




quotes of the day 
"Bowling Green, in my opinion, de- 
serves first place because they are 
the best team. It's not even close. 
They did everything I think it takes to 
be a championship team." 
— Danny Nee, OCI coach 
"I'm enjoying this right now. We still 
can't let up, though. We've got two 
tough games left, we win one more 
and it's Ours all by ourselves." — 
Colin Irish, BG forward 
"This was the first Saturday in a 
long time when I didn't care who won 
or who lost the other (MAC) games. 
All I care about now is that we know 
we can order the (championship) 
rings on Monday." 
— John Weinert, BG coach 
"This is the ultimate. We deserve the 
championship, no question. We 
passed the ball extremely well (Satur- 
day). When we play as a team, I 
honestly don't think there are many 
teams that can stay with us." —Da- 
vid Greer, BG guard 
by Joe Menzer 
sports editor  
With Bowling Green assured of at 
least a tie for the Mid-American Con- 
ference regular season basketball ti- 
tle after last Saturday's 89-75 win over 
Ohio University, the nets came down 
before 5,230 ecstatic fans in Anderson 
Arena. 
In BG's lockeiToom, Falcon coach 
John Weinert held one of the nets up 
and said, "I'm sure you'll all agree 
that one of these nets should go to our 
peerless leader, David Greer." 
Despite his predictable objections, 
Greer gave in to the cheers of his jMmmniM and eventually accepted 
the momento. 
"That's the first time I've ever 
given a net to one of my players (after 
winning a championship), said Wei- 
nert, who has won four conference 
championships at Ripon College, St. 
Joseph's of Indiana and BG. "God 
knows he (Greer) deserves some- 
thing." 
Though often underrated by oppos- 
ing fans and media who don't see him 
play each week - and sometimes 
taken for granted by BG's own fans - 
Greer is the hub of the Falcon off ense. 
That offense was in high gear Satur- 
day, as Greer guided BG to a surpris- 
ingly easy win over OU for the second 
tune this season. 
WITH TWO games remaining on 
the MAC regular season schedule, BG 
to 13-3 in the conference. The Bobcats, 
who had hoped to leave BG in a tie for 
first, instead go home with an 11-5 
league mark and dashed hopes for an 
outright MAC crown. Both teams are 
now 18-7 overall, and a BG win or a 
Bobcat loss in either of the final two 
games will secure the Falcons' first 
outright title in 15 years. 
By virtue of its two wins over the 
Bobcats, BG has already assured 
itself of the homecourt advantage for 
as long as the Falcons stay in the 
MAC post-season playoffs. The Fal- 
cons also, receive a first-round bye in 
the seven-team tournament, ana will 
play the winner of the fourth-place 
and fifth-place teams in the semi-fi- 
nals on March 10 in Anderson Arena. 
"I'm iust enjoVing this right now," 
said BCTs Colin Irish, who pumped in 
21 points and hauled down seven re- 
bounds. "We still can't let up, though. 
We've got two tough games left, and 
it's not really over until we win at 
least one of them. I don't want any tie 
this time around (BG was in a five- 
way tie for the title in 198041). We win 
one more and it's ours all by our- 
selves." 
GREER AND Irish came to BG at 
the same time, in 1979. Of the players 
currently on the team, they have been 
around the longest - even though Irish 
was red-shirted last season because of 
a knee injury. Thus, it was fitting that 
they both played Important roles in 
Saturday's title-clinching win. 
"David and I were talking about it 
before the game, and I'm sure he's 
over the last five minutes of the first 
half and the first 4tt of the second. 
From there, the Falcons began pro- 
ceeding to the foul line, where they 
salted away the game by sinking 32- 
of-38 charity tosses in the second naif 
for 84 percent. 
"We always seem to get that one 
big run that puts the other team 
away," Greer said. "We passed the 
ball extremely well again today, 
maybe the best we have all season. 
When we move the ball like that and 
when we play as a team, I honestly 
MAC STANDINGS 
•OWUNO OBfIN (ia-7) 
Ohio (18-7) 13-3 
Miami (12-13) 11-5 
Ball St. (15-10) 9-7 
Toledo (14-11) 8-8 
Kent State (14-11) 88 
NIU (9-16) 7-9 
EMU (11-14) 7-9 
CMU (10-15) 5-11 
WMU (5-21) 3-13 
enjoying it just as much as I am right 
now," said Irish, who played well 
despite suffering from painful back 
spasms. "If we played our game, I 
knew we would win today." 
Irish scored eight of BG's first 12 
points in the game, as the Falcons 
battled to keep pace with the hot- 
shooting Bobcats In the early going. 
After jockeying back-and-forth, with 
neither team assuming control for the 
first 15 minutes, the Falcons made 
their move with just under five min- 
utes left in the half. 
David Jenkins' layup off a feed 
from Greer opened up a 31-27 BG lead 
and started the Falcons on a run of 
eight unanswered points. OU's Jeff 
Thomas hit a jumper with 1:51 left to 
make it 37-39 at the half. 
BG continued its run at the start of 
the second half. Faine hit two free 
throws and a jumper, Greer scored on 
a drive, and Jenkins hit two more 
buckets - with the latter coming on 
another layup off a nifty pass from 
Greer. Suddenly, the Falcons were in 
complete command with an IB-point 
bulge, 47-29. 
ALL IN all, BG outscored OU 16-2 
don't think there are many teams that 
can stay with us." 
Though the Bobcats inched back to 
within nine, 82-73, with 53 seconds left, 
the outcome never really was in doubt 
after BG's run at the start of the 
second half. 
Jenkins led all scorers with 22 
points, as BG placed four players in 
double figures for the 13th time this 
season. Faine had 15 points and nine 
rebounds before fouling out with 4:53 
to go, and Keith Taylor added 16. Paul 
Abendroth also did a good job off the 
bench, scoring eight points in just 12 
minutes of action. 
Greer had just seven points, but 
dished off for eight assists and played 
the entire *» minutes. 
"ITS JUST an injustice that- he 
probably won't make first-team all- 
MAC," OU coach Danny Nee said. 
"He's a winner. 
"Bowling Green deserves to be the 
champion. They came ready to play. 
They played good defense, were very 
aggressive, and did everything it 
takes to be a winner. I don't see any 
weaknesses. 
"In my short three years as a coach 
in this conference, they are probably 
the best team I have seen. They are 
very consistent; they play well every 
time out, and I was very impressed.' 
The Bobcats also placed tour play- 
ers in double figures, with Thomas 
leading the way with 20 points. John 
Devereaux and Eddie Hicks each had 
13, while Eric Hilton chipped in with 
10. 
Overall, BG shot 46 free throws to just seven for the Bobcats, as Hilton 
and Robert Tatum fouled out and two 
other OU players committed four 
fouls. The Bobcats had 10 more field 
goals than the Falcons, but BG out- 
shot OU from the field, 53 percent to 
50. 
"This is the ultimate," said Greer, 
clutching his net in his hands. "We 
went down to the last game last year 
and Ball State embarassed us. We had 
to think about that for a whole sum- 
mer, a whole year. 
"We deserved it, no question - but 
it's not over yet. We've got the tourna- 
ment coming in here, and our next 
goal is to get to the NCAA tourna- 
ment." 
No one was happier about clinching 
the title than Weinert, who last won an 
outright conference championship as 
head coach at St. Joseph's of the 
iNdiana Collegiate Conference in 
1975. 
"This was the first Saturday in a 
long time when I didn't care who won 
or lost the other (MAC) games," 
Weinert said. "All I care about now is 
that we know we can order the {championship) rings on Monday. 
"Shirley (his wife) and I are going 
to go home and celebrate over a bottle 
of Diet Pepsi." 
"You drink Diet Pepsi," replied 
Shirley, "and I'll drink champagne." 
OHK> UNivusrrr 75 
Hilton. 6-0—12: Thomoa. 10-0—20; Deve- 
reaux, 6-1—13; Hicks. 6-1 — 13; Alexan- 
der. 3-1—7; Cole. 2-0—4; Tatum, 3-0—6; 
Baron, 0-0—0; Kowalski, 0-0—0; Scar- 
berry, 0-0—0. TOTALS: 36-3—75. 
BOWUNO OMIN 89 
Greer, 2-3—7; Jenkins. 8-6—22; Taylor. 3- 
10—16; Folne, 6-3—15; Irish. 5-11—21; 
Jackson, 0-0—0. Woddell. 00—0; Aben- 
droth  2-4—8. TOTALS: 26-37—89. 
Falcon gymnasts top Western Michigan 
by Randy Davidaon 
sports reporter 
It was the terrific trio of Bowling 
Green gymnast's Julie Bender. Shel- 
ley Staley, and Katie Greaser, for the 
second week in a row, which was too 
much for BG's opponent. 
Bender set a new all-around school 
record, scoring 35.6, to lead the Fal- 
cons to a 172.16 (also a new BG 
record) to 167.96 victory over Western 
Michigan, last Saturday, in a dual 
home meet. 
The victory for BG improves their 
record to 6-1 in the Mid-American 
Conference, clinching at least a tie for 
first place in the regular season 
standings, with one meet remaining. 
Then it's on to the MAC 
championships, where the Falcons 
hope to defend their title. And, BG 
coach Charles Simpson says, "If we 
get that (the MAC Championship |, 
chances are that we'll go to the NCAA 
Regionals." 
Staley and Greaser, scoring 35.1 
and 33.95, grabbed second and fourth 
all-around versus WMU. The previous 
weekend, the terrific trio took first, 
third, and sixth all-around. 
And it waa Bender who nearly 
broke the all-around record of 36.4, 
with a 36.35 score, that previous week- 
end, against Indiana. But after that 
meet, she had a bad week of practice. 
"I had the worst week of practice in 
my life," Bender said. 
YET, BENDER overcame last 
week's disappointing workouts to per- 
form her best routines ever at BG, as 
she was still aware of her mistakes 
versus WMU. "I still made some 
mistakes, but I'm happy about the 
record," Bender addecT 
The Falcone dominated the meet 
from start to finish, as they first 
showed their much stronger vaulting 
techinques than the Broncos'. Bender 
led the vaulters with a 9.15 in an 
outstanding performance. Staley 
earned a 9.05 for the better of her two 
vaults: with one including a forward 
summersault and the other a back- 
ward summersault, they were excit- 
ing to say the least. And BG's Dawn 
Boyle. Greaser, and Jill Slomsky 
were third, fourth and sixth to round 
out the team's dominance in the vault. 
Next, Bender scored an 8.7, as the judges scored the gymnasts closely in 
the uneven bars, to take another first 
C* in the meet. WMU's Raeanne 
th, who was third all-around (34.9 
score), finished in second in the bars 
with an 8.6. And BG's Slomsky was 
fourth (8.35), while Greaser tied for 
fifth (8.3). But coach Simpson says his 
team needs improvement on the bars, 
which is probably their weakest 
event, if indeed they have a weak 
event. 
BG led at the half-way point of the 
meet, 86.06 to 83.6, and maintained 
their lead throughout the final two 
events. The Falcons finished one, two, 
three in the third event, the beam. 
Led by Staley's 9.06, her second of the 
day, BG's Bender and Laurie Garee 
followed with 8.96 and 8.9 scores. 
Finally, the Falcons' terrific trio 
put the r'lid on the can." As Bender 
and Staley tied for second (8.8 
scores), Greaser tied teammate Mary 
Anne Kruppa for fourth (8.75 scores) 
to wrap up the floor exercise and the 
meet. 
The Falcon gymnasts have a week- 
end off beforeTracing Central Michi- 
gan on March 12, in their final home 
meet of the season. 
Swim intramural entries due 
Entries for the all-campus swim meet 
an now available from fraternity and 
resident hall athletic chairmen and at 
the Intramural office, 201 Memorial 
Hall. Entries are due March 8. The 
meet will be held March 10, at 4 p.m. 
In Cooper Pool. 
BobTutt defeated Steve Zinader,21- 
19 and 21-17, to take the all-campus 
racquetball title. 
An unidentified BG gymnast la airborne during action from _„ J*°'° by' 
Saturday's duel meet aoalnel Western MtcMgen. at the ""' «■»*«•"» 
Epoter Gym In BG. 
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BG women cagers lose in two overtimes to OU 
by Marc Delph 
sports reporter 
"It was a game no one should have 
lost," or "it was a fitting game for 
what was at stake," and so on. These 
common sports adages, and more, all 
represent the essence of last Satur- 
day's women's basketball contest be- 
tween Bowling Green and Ohio 
University. 
Those members of the Anderson 
Arena crowd who came to watch their 
beloved women, and those who 
showed early - primed and ready for 
the men's battle - in search of a 
strategically  good seat,  witnessed 
what BG coach Kathy Bole said "was 
a well played collegiate game." 
The emphasis Bole put in that 
statement was evident of how this 
crucial game turned out. The truth is, 
the contest displayed every bit of 
excitement one could expect from any 
roundball game. Bole, making that 
statement two days after the game, 
was still emotionally, and probably 
physically, drained after watching 
her fourth place Falcons fall to OU in 
double overtime, 81-80. 
The Bobcats, also in fourth place at 
the time and after the Saturday's 
victory remained there, and now have 
the inside track to the Mid-American 
Conference tournament with Just two 
games remaining, while the Falcons 
are now out in the cold with a slim 
chance of survival. 
"WE'RE NOT mathematically 
eliminated," Bole said. "We have to 
win the remaining two games. We 
have to look for nelp (from other 
teams)." 
The contest was as evenly matched 
as their records (both M in the MAC) 
with the lead changing hands 21 times 
throughout the entire fifty minutes of 
action. 
late-game 66-62 score to tie it at 66-all 
at the end of regulation. BG had a 
slight edge with six seconds left in the 
first overtime with the score tied at 
72-apiece when BG's Cary McGehee 
went up for a shot and was fouled. By 
the expression on McGehee's face it 
looked as though she would be sent to 
the free throw line for what could be 
the game-winning shots. Instead, the 
ball was brought inbounds and back 
into the hands of McOehee for a shot 
on the buzzer, but it did not go - 
sending the game into its second 
overtime. 
The Falcons rallied back from a       McGehee redeemed herself with 
: 39 showing on the clock in the second 
OT by sinking a long Jumper to make 
the score 8140 in favor of OU. That 
score remained the rest of the game 
but not without a fight by the now 
desperate Falcons. With six seconds 
left BG's Melissa Chase fouled OU's 
Marti Heckman and sent her to the 
line for a one-and-one free throw 
attempt. Heckman missed her first 
attempt and BG's Chris Turtle re- 
bounded and dished off to McGehee, 
who brought it up court for another 
chance of winning the contest. 
With just two clicks left on the 
clock, McGehee was forced to take a 
low percentage shot and that's the 
way it turned out. Anderson Arena 
went instantly silent. 
Sue Pokelsek led the Falcons with 
19 points and 16 rebounds, followed by 
Deanne Knoblauch with 18 markers. 
Chase and Turtle each had 14. 
OU was led by a game-high perfor- 
mance of Caroline Mast with 24 
points, followed by Jackie Bonus with 
Tomorrow the Falcons will travel 
to Central Michigan in a must-win 
situation in order to have any chance 




CALL 352-7305 AFTER 5 30 PM 
M are   40-   per   sne S1.M   ratal, ma.   KIO TYPf   W   extra   per ad 
126 ID 30 spaces par fcas 
CAaVUKITT f VDCT» seance Hr non-pror»   puUc aenHce arxvajeo ~t M asserted 
OHCf tot Pea and at reguS* «H thereafter 
Daadena tor al sesviga « 2 daya De'ore [ojOacaaon at 4 00 p tr, Friday at 4 00 o <" erne 
daadana tor ma Tuaaday edtaon 
CkaatMd Ionia an I llllll ar me M Hawa ofltae. IM Unlveralr, Han. 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS LOST AND FOUND 
TAXES TAXES TAXES 
Roster Tax & Accounting Service 
fShotl lorm SS Long lorn $15 8 up] 
Professional Preparation 
Reasonable Rales 
1007 N Max BG      352-4340 
Match I   1983 
Association lor Systems 
Management Club wa be presenting 
BGSU MIS GRAD NIGHT Seven BG 
MIS major graduates wet be speaking 
on lob search strategies, thea lobs 
and career opportunities A social 
hour with refreshments wd lortow the 
preeentatmn when takes place 
Thure, March 3 7 30 9 30 P m at 
Ova Presidents Lounge In the ice 
arena Proper dress ts tequesled 
Attention Sal Club Member. 
Don! forget to attend me Ski Club 
Meeting tonight Nommalions »* lake 
panel 070 Overman at 8 00 Ski Ya 
There1  
HEALTH  CARE   CLUf  Bake Sale 
Untv Hat Mat   t   IOam-1 pm 
"I'd Rattier la Selleng''Corrie to the 
Spring Organuattonal Meeting 8 30 
Tuesday March l   228 M/SC Bug 
STUOENTS FOR AMMALS 
Meeting tonight • 00 
102 Manna 
Neer Issues 10 diecuaa. 
T-Snart. A.sllable tool       
Pleese claim lost Items st campus 
■assay S security    We'te going to 
hasp Spring cleaning eoon.  
Lost. Ladies goto Jules Jurgenson 
watch in lale Jan I'll p.,. $20 to get H 
back     MO    QUESTIONS    ASKED 
CALL 372 8253  
Found purse in lion! ol McFel Ctr 
Cat 2-5824 to penny  
Mufflers   instated km   as   SI 9 95 
VVo'l meet or beet any written esti- 
mate   Don I pay more'" Call 354- 
1278 lor FREE estimate' BG Muffler 
Center   I 1055 Bowing Green RO 
TUCKER TYPING 
Cosegette. business personal 
Hancy 352-0809 
5lh Year    Ful time service 
ATTENTION SALES CLUB MEM- 
BERS Buetneoe meeting Mar 3. 
1983. from 7 00-9 00 «i 515 Lite 
Scaanco  
Anerrrton Ski Club Members: Don I 
forget iMTranaBpna tonight . 070 
Overman at 8 00 Election party wil 
be Thursday night' Ski Ya There1 
Irian. JaH. Marl A Tommy: Oood 
luck at MAC'S! Han one hell ol a 
MAC Celebration Party.  
•RING YOUR BLANKIE TO 
KINK'S COIN LAUNDRY 
70s S. MAIN  
RACKET STRINGING FOR TENNIS 
OR RACOUETBALL SB 50 
LOCKER ROOM 109 N Main 
352-7197 
RIDES PERSONAL 
HELPi MV FRIENO NEEDS A RIDE 
FROM OHIO STATE U TO BGSU ON 
MARCH |l PLEASE CALL IF YOU 
KnOVV OF RIDES' GAS S MARY 
372-3424  
SERVICES OFFERED 
GEORGE AND 0Z2IE: 
WE MISSED YOU' 
THE OIRLS (WOMEN) 
St Patricks Day 
Carnations are Comrng'' 
TUESDAY LADIES NITE 
DIAMOND PRODUCTIONS'' 
Exotic Male Dancers 
Oraal Drink Specials 
Open at BpnvShow 9pm 
Man admitted FREE at10 30 




Amy-Squall's Congrats on your 
Gamma Phr-FI|l lavsllerlng. Glad 
you decided on taking the plunge. 
Dan.  
Attention Ski Club Members: Don't 
forget ncaranahons tonight ■ 070 
Overman at 8 00 Election party wR 
ba Thursday nwjht' Ski Ya There' 
Wsaam ThouHbv wardrobe architect 
speaks on "You are what you wear in 
the Grand Beatoom el 8 p m tonight 
Syne show featuring several student 
leaders Free and open to the pubic 
Sponsored by UAO lectures  
SENIOR CHALLENGE 83 
GIVING WEEK IS COMING 
3/14/83 - 3/18/83 
RESEARCH PAPERS 
TOLL-FREE HOTLINE 
800-621 9 745 
In Illinois call 312-822-0100 
Authc      .-.eaeerch. Room 600 
|07 S Dearborn, Chicago, IL 6M0 
TUESDAY LADIES NITE 
"DIAMOND PRODUCTIONS" 
Exollc Mala Dancers 
Oraal Drink Specials 
Open at Bpm-Show 9pm 
MEN ADMITTED FREE AT 10:30 
MAIN ST. 152-3703 
NEW PHONE NUMBER 
3S4-3S40 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD 
In Wood County 
Confidential, Personal care 
Special rales ..BGSU students 
Convenient Appointments 
AB8Y TOWNS: 
Dfdn'i the* I'd lorgel you did ya? 
Hope  your birthday  was lantaslic. 
Sorry I couldn't be there  I'll have to 
make it up to you  Hope m your old 
age you haven't forgotton The diary 
las paanna dead bets a rats. Stickers 
Charlie's,  o U The  shoulder treat 
menl. The goddess. Dinos. etc Love 
Ya1 
Jennifer E Hunt 
Crate Bachofl CcngialAJIallons on 
your engagement to Mitch Now that 
you have the ring, we can realy 
celebrate' We wish you the very beet 
always Love Your roorraat  
CkaMeas KO of the Week Lease 
Hatem Last seen in an office with a 
pktcque eaarching lor chicken ban 
nenas.   and   the  wtatakers    Happy 
ISIarnmingl EWthday'  
C0B6PUTER DATING PARTY 
UPTOWN 4:00*00 PM 
FOR SI .00 
All THE BEER YOU CAN DRINK 
1 DATES. 2 FOR 1 AT THE BAR 
PICK UP QUESTIONAIRES 
AT THE CS DEPT. OFFICE 
ACM WELCOMES ALLII! 
Congratutabons   to   Linda   Redwine 
and Mary Roberts on being chosen 
tor Al Greek's Who's Who1 Love. The 
Gamma Pta's 
Crmgratuletlons 10 the Intramural 
champion Big Ep A-Saeketbell 
teem. Thanks tar a greet season1 
The Brothers of Sigma Phi EpsHon. 
EAT IN 
CARRYOUT 
IN A HURRY' 
'Dexter s 
510 E. WOOSTER AVE. 
Phone:   352-4497 
352-9814 
Iry Our Drive I riru 
Fast. Friendly Service 
Sub Delivery  .25 chaU-gc 




Good Sunday thru Wednesday 
352-4497 Delivery starts at 4pm 352-9814 
PLACEMENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULES 
• KM* eX a*. ItvaW-l Savx >ua»t>-aj 
jUrt*,   14,   1W3 
.     r CUOilh   UUI   f»   eK«   lt.Ur.ir. 0.   wrt 
**•   UatH e*-> flaWi   last   Hl—H   aayan.   ■■Jan   eM frM 
ft   IHIM Wit*        TtWM   ->•   ek>   rvai   MI   taett*   r«^1r<i-MII   nil I   -at   M   taUewrlgej.. 
S*tVeaaasi IMlaaWU   (H.1-   (MtMaM) •■»   UMII —+4 ajsllMt   MWeiM   Issetl Calej4j        Tset ■ 
lie*   J»   OB rfMU*'.   INK* I.   f<»   I-f   10.1*1*   KMUf.        Its.   ya.   -HI   M   Ml.   a. 
—•lr-.l*a,   fi-sBa J-JO ..as.   M IM   ■ .•.   fe*   UafaOT* taMltl   (IW..-«I«, fal|l — |, If-<1|., 
■'." W •»• P«"> %Om»,\t, >lll hHl.li nwnaHut. •»»« J frtjal.lOpr 
MSmtSHS MO 0**W1»TI(» 
a AltfaC.GOT.   IRC. 3-H-S3 
IfHUaiutwlIt, III J-15-83 
comaia COPJUTT. int. 
Grind  lUpltfl.  HI 
TOAS IltSTIUOTS.. 3-14-H 
SWIC&BUCTW s*v,ts «mut» 
Oilln. Tl 
WkfiT aVfWCL COW. J-15-W 
fliMMUt, HI 
HU m [•!', J-15-M 
Ulw-ftyt. OH 
■C«THiftST!l* wnUl UFt IHS. CO. J-1S41 
Toltdo. OH 
■WELL C0WOMTI0H V1S-U 
HntlU*. OH 
irmMtL *cvE-ut umcc i-u-ts 
Clmlm, OH 
HOMtCH WCHIIC TOOL CO. Ml-U 
S»*->/. OH 
U. S. All FOHCI 1-li-M 
■OMllrtf .r,i>,   OH 
LUT-vEM*  >*7zr    LIFf  IMUHANCI l-I'-M 
HrrjrTalW'l,  OH 
H*T;0HAl  MIDAl  HWMIIH6.   IMC. 1-W-M 
C't*nrtt#r.   Fl 
SIATt   FAW   IRSUMKt 
immr*. OH 
Ifita.rvit.1  «r«  cotiflraM  for ill   from  ttkt 
original   atOfMJP. Iicoft  tH* ovtrfloo. 
SALES.  LEAO TO  HSHT:   |/Hkt.   prof.,  or  *n, 
•Mlor   in Coll.   of U\.   At*.,   *>,,   AIM.   6r<r3',. 
flj II sloti. , 
FIELD SALES ENSR. TIKE: l/H Coo»< W-. 
PC*.   TBUCE:   l/Hfel..  Utt..   Eeon..  or othtr 
•*J.   m Coll. of !«.. Ado.. Ha, Gnol.(l) 13 til 
HH. TRNCC: »/HtH. «!«.. Hj,. AiM. 6r««. 
(2) 12 lloti tath ichodulo. 
riN. »LAH*E*t--Si<lC$: l/ln Coll. of Int. A*. 
prtf.. Hay.   Awf.   SratH.   (1)  12  llOU. 
SALES N»l l/S»ll»"«. Salts, or otnor HJ.   in 
Coll. of Im. A*.. Cam.. Hay 6raoi.(l)12 slot' 
m AUNT:     TAJt  AUOITOt:   l/Acct.,  Hav Gr.di. 
(1) 12 Hoti. 
0ES1W EIWB--HICK/EIECTI1CAI 1 SALES E"&»$ 
l/l>flr.   Ttch. ,   Cite.   Ef>flr.   TotB.,   Eltc.   Toch., 
Ot.igr, TMll., l«v. A«o. tradi    (1) 12 Hoti. 
LCAMASHI»/H(MT: Any 4 ,r. M.   or MMr, 
Rar. kjf. trie*.   (0 I ilott. 
SALES «fP: |/St111Hf, Salti. Ft-l#-. or |M 
■■J. in Coll.   of Its. A*., m,.. tone., or 
rlijn- Ed-. "W. M- 6'«*-   ID 12 Hot*. 
•VOV.   SHES Vein:  l/A«,..   Cflf..    Hipt..  Hkt., 
il.   -«':«.. PHllo».. Pi/ci... Sotio.. S»t:n 
Hay, AtMJ, Qntl.   (1)1? slitt. 
IA Coll. of lot. im.. t/Om. Jci., Hu. 
Aug. c,ra«.   (1) 0 vlot.. 
SCHOOLS 
MAMEN  LOCAL  SCHOOL  DISTIICT 
VlKtnt,  OH 
OlTsieS"'"- ^ ' ""' *•• "•«' 
aEratONl CCuaTY SOAFD Or EOUC. 
Safari •.  OH 
I'spac.   COui.. Set., lath, [a,.. El.   tl   . 
Dec. Kay srset.   (II 10 slots. 
aCSt CUIHOrtl IOC. SCKL.   CISTS. !-«-<) 
asalla. OH 
all Her., lac. aM Seac.   la. aajers. Dec, 
Hav G'sos. (1) 10 slots.    COsstCTC afa, ajso 
HIK 10 IHTIa.lt>. 
s»«i«':cio toe*, SCHOOIS 
tttm. OH 
«ll asjors. fc,., is,,. «„,. (,,„. (i) 
10 slots. 
D€NNIS-WOW' Vour name • Unaay 
In pnnti m you e.citect" Thanks lor 
5 super rnontha together I hope we I 
ba able to ahara many more great 
times In Via Mural Love always Sue 
PS lajgglee sancts hra love too. Dad' 
FOfl SALE I SET 150 WATT MAR- 
AMTZ SPEAKERS ANO A PIONEER 
RECEIVOH 1 112 VRS OLD $400 
FOR SET WILL PART OVT CALL 
TONY 352-4489 
TUESDAY LADIES NTTE 
"DIAasOND PRODUCTIONS'' 
tUottc Male Dancara 
Oraal Drina Specials 
Open al Spm-Show fipm 
Hen eomltled FREE al 10:30 
MAIN ST. 352-3703 
HAPPV 1IRTHDAY 
MIKE KILLIANII 
Have a great 2211 You're an eatra- 
special guy and not to mention my 
favorite Sigma Chi. (Thanks for the 
escetlent time al lormall Wa finally 
gal lo celebrate our birthdays to- 
gether this yeart Let's make them 
SPECIALII Love, Natalie.  
Happy Hour Hoaoay Inn 
Everyday al day MTV 
Every Night. Al Night  
Hay Joe GuaJa. You sure are sweets, 
even though you do look thinner, wa 
want to thank you lor the dinner 
You'd batter stop doing thai dip. or 
you wa gel a cancerous Dpi We love 
you lona. Lrsy and Kan  
Intramural Co-Ed and Woman's vol- 
leyball entries due to rm. 108 SRC 
by March 1 at 4:00 p.m. Play begins 
vreea of March 7.  
JUOI WELTMAN AND JULIE SHOLZ 
CCtWSnATULATIONS ON RECEIV- 
ING YOUR R A POSITIONS' WE 
KNOW YOU WILL BOTH DO FAN- 
TASTIC JOBS' WE'RE PROUD OF 
YOUi  LOVE    YOUR  GAMMA  PHI 
SISTERS  
KATHI SIEBER-CONGRATULA- 
TIONS ON BEING ELECTED 
PLEDGE EDUCATOR I KNOW 
YOU'LL DO A GREAT JOB P S ARE 
YOU GETTING NEW INFO   FROM 
WITT' XI LOVE C B  
ANNE IYTEH Congrals on your BIG 
decision to BITE THE OUST' Your 
engagement was nothing more 
than a LITTLE suprise' Wa tan 
yositi Sue end Nancy. 
Carol Srvarnbeugh. You're gomg lo be 
so busy neat year' Congrats on 
getting the RA position an Oflenhauer 
low, ine AX ■  
LAURIE MAYER. 
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR EN 
GAGEMENT TO ROB  I WISH YOU 
GUYS THE BEST OF LUCK' LOVE. 
MEREDITH  
Uttle Slacey-K won t be much longer 
now Hang at there and thanks lor al 
you've done L I T B Big Kan 
L MOG CONGRATULATIONS ON 
YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO JAY SO 
YOU FINALLY GOT TO BLOW OUT 
THE CANDLE BEST WISHES FROM 
THE LADIES OF #17 
"St. Patricks Day 
Carnation Are Comavj"  
THE ALPHA CM OMEGA BASKET- 
BALL TEAM WISHES TO THANK 
TISI 8 . TERRY Z.. SHANNON MM 
AND MICHAEL T . FOR BEING THE 
BEST COACHES EVER! THANKS 
FOR ALL OF THE SUPPORT ANO 
LEACHNO US TO A PERFECT RE 
CORDI    LOVE.    YOUR    SHARF 
SHOOTERS?  
To the future Mrs Mrtch Machan No 
more 'tonight's the raghl'' Only Mr 
Wonderful' Ccmgretusjtiona and bail 
arsshea Lava. Jot*.  
T-Shstt essreenlng 
II your not getting your shirts Irosn 
JEANS N' THtNOS 
Your'ro probably paying loo muchll 
Jeans N' Things 831 Wdga St. 
Wsshbush: Sorry John can't make 
It to formal, but are knew your OSU 
man's proposition would start 
many things "shakin "in OSU 
Town! Love ya. HO HO and Fraia 
F.S. Pon'l toea your bucliaL  
WASH FOR LESS 
AT THE WASH HOUSE 
 250 N MAIN  
WHAT S THAT SMELL IN 113 MOO- 
NEY^ IS THAT YOU JOANIE7 
Would you beeeve that there ka a 
couple so need wrth love, devotion 
and (oy lor Ma that thev feel they have 
Something    worth    sharing    with    a 
home'lovavg country grP Ched wel- 
come P O Boa 55 Perrysburg. OH 
43551 
TUESDAY LADIES NITE 
DIAMOND PRODUCTIONS" 
Exotic Male Dancers 
Oraal Drink Specials 
Open ai apm-Show 8pm 
Men admitted free at 10 30 
MAIN ST. 352-3703 
ORIENTAL SPECIAL TUESDAY 
EVENINGS EGO ROLLS. FRIED 
RrCE PLUS OTHER CHANGING 
ITEMS AT KAUFMAN'S    
You can hasp halt the ersne race. 
Send congress a hand-delivered 
peace of your mind T-F Untv. Hall. 
TUESDAY LADIES NITE 
"DIAMOND PRODUCTIONS'' 
Eiotlc Male Dancara 
Oraal Drink Specials 
Open el Bpm-Show 9pm 
Man Admitted FREE at 10:30 
MAIN ST. 1(2-3703 
MANDATORY MEETING 




Call 8 leave meeeege 
H unable to attend 
Mush. Becky and Lee Meat you in 
FkyaM m 23 days Gat peyched' 
Lova. Itovenai" 
SALE SALE SALE 
10 to SON OFF 
ALL Winter Merchandise' 
Jeans N' Things 
831 Ridge St  
SENIOR CHALLENGE 83 
GIVING WEEK IS COMING 
 3'14'83 ■ 3716/83  
Attention Ski Club Miaiban: Dati't 
forget lo attend the Sal Club Meet- 
ing tonight nomlnalloni will take 
placet 070 Overman at 8:00. Ski Ya 
There! 
SFflWG BREAK IN 
FT LAUOEROALE. FLA 
Seacomber Motel. 4825 N Ocean 
Or . Lauoerdale By the See 33308 
(305)7720210 1 bdrm apt , I D* 
to ocean, from S135 Schubert 
Apts . 855 N E 20th Ave . Ft Lay 
derrjele 33304 (306)763-7434: 1 
rm to ocean, from 8105 Livingston 
Motel. 1037 NE 17th Way Fl 
Lauderdale 33304 (305)784-3208 
i 2 mi lo ocean, from S90 Rates 
apply par week, per parson: 4 par 
apt C^ooaact  
OREEKS-ZBT Little Sisters are still 
selling badges. Cell the house at 2- 
0128 or gat a hold ol any Lll Si. 
Hurry, they're atissost gonel 
HAIR UNLIMITED. 143 W WOOS- 
TER 353-3281 FEATURING PRECI 
SION HAIR CUT ONLY S9 00 
PABST OAYTONA BEACH Tl* 
LAST WEEK TO SIGN UP. SPACE IS 
FILLING FAST. WHY PAY MORE 
FOR LESS. FOR MORE INFORMA- 
TION CALL MIKE AT 352-SII2 4 
MAN 118578 Man 8188. . 
TUESDAY SPECIAL: Pick Your part 
of the world and have all you want 
ol HI ALL YOU CAN EAT SPA 
GHETTI wlmushroom sauce or 
CHICKEN CHOW MEW over rice. 
Both with salad bar. 12.88 each LK 
Beslauranl 1480 E   Wcstwlor. 352 
WANTED 
1 bdrm  apt   lo subset rnmeoaitely' 
Unfum Cea 354 3060 ratter 5 
WANTED FOR 83-84 SCHOOL 
YEAR 2-3 MALE NON-SMOKING 
leOOMMATES TO SHARE APT 2 
BATHS 2 BORMS. AIR COND . 
HEAT ROCKLEOGE MANOR 
1367mo caf Ten at 354-1B41 
LANDLORD IS HOLDING APT UNTIL 
FEB 28sh  
RMTE NEEDED FOR SUMMER. 2 
BDRM 2 BATH. POOL ANO CABLE 
TV CALL 352 7958 AFTER 5PM 
F rmle. wanted. Own room 
8135/month pajs utaties 352-0998 
after 4 00pm  
HELP WANTED 
FINOLAY YMCA IS LOOKING FOR 
DAY CAMP COUNSELORS IF YOU 
ARE INTERESTED IN A CHALLENG 
ING JOB CALL TINA 424-1464 AF- 
TER5PM  
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/yaar 
round. Europe. S Amer.. Auarlaaa. 
Asia Al Fields S500-S1200 
monthly Srghtaeeang Free mfo 
Write UC Boa 52 OH 3 Corona Del 
Mar. CA 92825  
TOMORROW S JOBS Know what « 
and wal be avaasble through ttw 
rrtdrspensable booklet of current Gov- 
ernment studies covering al indus- 
tries and states rnc Alaska and 
Hawaa 88 76 (tax mc) LYNTEL 
RESEARCH Depl TC3525 P O Boa 
BS405 Clave. Oh 44199 Satis 
Guaranteed ^__ 
Eap housekeeper. Norwegian de- 
cent Lutheran Need quality parson 
Set's 8 am 6pm Some ironing 
meet prep . ceanavj Pay subject to 
negotsston Call coeecl 419-885 
4186  
TOMORROW S JOBS Know what Is 
and wal be available through thus 
inosspensaDk- booklet of current Gov- 
ernment studies covermg as" indus- 
tries and states mc ataein and 
Hawaii S8 7 5 (tan mc) LYNTEL 
RESEARCH Dept TC3525 P O Box 
99406 Clave    Ohm 44199 Satis 
OUST  
Winning the Job Race Cassette Wrth 
Latest Job Landing Tecrvaques for 
Career Positions alter Coeege Send 
S7 95 Barclays 0601 So Yoaemite 
-OH7 Englowood CO 80112. 
CRUISE SHIP JOBS' Jl4 $28,000 
Carnbean Hawaii. World Cal lor 
Guide. Da-ectory. Newsletter 1-916- 
722-t 111 Eat Bowkng Green 
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! Great Income 
potential, el occupattona For Infor- 
mation    cal     602-837-3401    Ext 
886  
ACTIVIST 
The Ohto Pubac Interest Campaign. 
Ohio's leading consumer advocate, ia 
now interviewing ha/d-wortung com- 
muted irvjrvKJuata mteresled in energy 
8 envVonmental issues Hra 2- 
10pm $180/»vk Cat 1-241-9093 
between 10 8 4  
FOR SALE 
1973   Maverick,   good   condition 
8550 Phone Western 669-3371 
S PUCE WHITE LU0WH3 DRUM SET 
TAMA HARDWARE 0 C   880* 
 862-2784  
10 Spaed b^cycleHand made frame 
various pans. Runs and rooks Ike 
new Guaranteed' 880 00 Cal 372- 
1668  
One coupon book lor sale. 881.00 
wheat otter 372-1113.  
Sport parachute w/24 ft reserve 
paggybeck container, lump euB 8 
altimeter boots 8 helmet Excel 
oond   $600 00 or best offer   352 
7646  
R-U-Redy tor Spring Break? 7 can go 
In comfort m itae 72 Newport Ca»- 
elc New exhaust new battery, good 
tret 8 crusse 8550 00 352-6860 
Chevy Cepr.ce 1972 <VC. AM-FM 
radio cassette. C'B ml 78600 
8450 or besl offer 352-6362 
Sony cassette deck, tuty autenvette 
turntable. AJaVFM stereo receiver, a 
pr Ol Inlinrty Spkers-150 watts aa. 
channel 8 a stand, ai under warranty. 
1 1/2 yrs old CM Johnson 362- 
3042 
DAILY CMS 
JBJBJBJBBJ                           38 Leasccm 
I Abreest.elsse              •' ••"»*»'• D,"°" 
1 Small amounl.                  „ "" 
JoPabto                        fUJoooar. 
10 Namesskesol               _ P™"*™, 
aCaabor                              93 Compact 
14 Cheer from a                  64 Benlleyitem 
crowd                           WCereofyore 
15 Early sinner                        M Scandtnevlen 
{SWORD PUZZLE 
i 1 1 1 1 
' 
1 
TT If II 
11 
fl II 
16 '•Afrtvederci. ts 
17 "Madam    lor 
a. ample 
lUSeerch.aathe                     ___ 
tioruon                               sajtasa 
20 Winter runner                   1 Snamjeotlhe 
2i Tobe.mereet                     J~      -^_. 22MMmmmo                      * Jnclartt Semitic . 
23 Word tatlli Una                      ..     ^ 
24 - waa                            4 Oreeoy 
„»«-                                 5/^lrirvJe/ebbr. 
26r2SK»«             'iSLSLr"  • 
"ZXS,         issss 
»sr        ""sii!"' 
nononestoes                       "»*" 
MHeedon                          !??i!!L.c4 38 Italian                                   tl Ccastenteor 
hanknota                                   MAcroee 
»rsoa7^                           I2t>usoh8ooletyc4 
4*SSr~"                  -iSutoTS-e 
eU   IH|  lo*                                                                                                    ElTrOrlOfl   Wstf>  Irl. 
■f-M^i Vluifin''                                                    POO 0* tfl 
tMatteoe                        5 n™^*y ■a   fLjtasaar|e«>as|                                               4fS   lsJ»»B|8Jrn 
alAlrtMeeeer                      27 •ny/iameenmc 
atDkteHow                               urns 
WWasssup                               28 Hrjdgepodge 
82 PuHm                             » Jargon 
54 Persian njkst                    30 Do assay with 









32 Hacordad                             47 Turtsuienl 
M Ostneea culinary                 49 Snacks 
liorlooctlon                          91 Partner of 
16 asm                             aound 
H IsMtnst's                             61 frnrlale 
correaaruon                          94 winter wonder 
37Fler«Jers nver                       landwant 
38 Baarslor                               96 Hearl, t 
»ieess                                  partner 
•2 Aleenajwan                          w Barren 
43 Prime time                       57 Jefcyll. at times 
HEaetem                           MWonten'saeen 
princess                          80 wwn spy onj. 
Stereo-Fraher MC-3010 Recerver 
w/6-Trk. 6 OHM speakers   turntable 
8250 3520393 after 5 30  
1877 V.W. SEATTLE. VERY GOOD 
CONDITION 82880. CALL t-848- 




9 12 month leaees Summer Rentals 
Al near Campus 352 7365 
•••AFARTasENTS'" 
t at i bdrm. Various locations 
John Nearlove Reel Estale 
818 E. Wooster St 
Cea 384-2280 or 192-8651 
FREE months rant on our tuty fur- 
nished studio apartments' Com- 
pletely quiet and private Plenty of 
storage. Ful Wtchen and bathroom 
We write our leases to fit your needs 
Good location Close to restaurants 
and stores CHARING CROSS APTS. 
181/ 8. aastn SL 8824)680.  
LOW SUMasER RENTALS 
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
 382—8820  
4 bdrm turn house 
school yr lease 
 352-7454  
Unique 1 bdrm apt m duplex adja- 
cent to carnpue lum . avail May 11 
$250 00 mo     plus   unifies    354- 
1763  
1   Bdrm    Fum    Apt   Quiet-Private 
Aval Now 353-3656  
Furn 3 bdrm and Fum efficiency lor 
summer and fat. 266 S Coeege a A 
«C  353 3611  
Now renting tor 83-84 school year 
! lessees and apartments Boggs Real 
Ealate 352-9467. 352-3841. 354- 
1120 
Now Renhng 1 bdrm F U ef*e 2 
bdrm F , gas heal, tenant pays ease . 
laundry fad aval Al residents 
granted priveedge ol e membership to 
the CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA 
Preferred Properties Co   835 Hsgh 
St rsrmeal Office 362-9376  
HOUSES 230 6 232 Lehman $380 
ee lull Brno lease 354 2260 or 
3529200 
CAMPUS MANOR Now renting tor 
Summer and Fal echool year 
SpecaU Summer Hates 
Ph  352 9302 or 352-7365 eves 
Now renting lor summer Two bed- 
room, rum apt Water cable I v para 
tor A/C. parking lot. laundry lecsvnes 
$400   lor the summer. $260   lor 
shorter lorm Cal 352-71S2  
Summer 8 FeB Rooms 8 Unique fstac 
apt In historic houses CAI 352- 
6860 for appt       
2 bdrm . clean and quset. fi 
let. 4 gall 352-6040 after 6 
Summer Subta   2 bdrm   fum   apt 
oppooae Kohl Hal 352-5676 
We have il all lor 13-84 Rentals' 
1. 2. 3. 4 bdrma . m apts   house, 
duplexes Cal us tor al your housmg 
needs   Newtove Management   338 
S Mem 362-5620  
RoomatoRent 
Avaaabss now with cooking privilege 
at mil Close to campus Cal New 
love   Management    336   S    Main 
3525620  
Low Summer Rearlslll 
1 or 2 bdrma Many to choose from 
Crat Newtove Management 
336 S Mam 352 5620 
448-499 S. Enterprise: 1 Bdrm un- 
fum. apts Free water, sea) m 8 
cable T.V. Gas Heat Siding glass 
doors 10 prrvete patios NEWLOVE 
MANAOEMENT,   116 S.   Main 382- 
1820.  
835 4lh SI . 12 uraf Dtdg 2 bdrma 1 
1/2 baths. Al utl included except 
etac  Gaa heal  $646 par mo 352- 
5239 belore 5 00  
Fumrahed 3 bdrm house 3 people 
83-84   202 Troup St   Shrrty 352- 
6183 or 352-0556  
BAER RENTALS 
VOTED B G S* 1 LANDLORD 
2 BDRM APTS -1/2 Bk  2 BGSU 
SUMMER ANO FALL LEASES 
362 4671 and 362-1600 
Eftso. dose lo campus Aval May for 
Sum or   1   yr    160 8 akK   352 
4597/3523520  
Now renting lor fal Eltics . 2 bdrme. 
and 3 bdrm houses Deposit, lease 
NO PETS 362-4266 
2 bdrm hen apt 
nearly fum. $ carpel 
 352-2663  
1 Bdrm apt low utl 
SlfsOmo no lease 
deposit required 
avaasble vnmackaHHy 
1-382 3110.10 8 PM. 
1 BOOM APT LOW UT1L . 1 75/MO . 
NO  LEASE    DEPOSIT REQUIRED 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY!  1-382- 
3110 10-6 pm  
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
I.Hill J    ll.llHIIJ    IIM'IM 
r.nir.iii  r.v;i..iu  HHIII 
nun  HIIIIMII  nur.,11 
HIIMIJf.lHllMllHI'llilMllli 
iiui.11       i>ii«i:iMii 
i.iH.iii     [ir.iiir.iai 
lalll I I Ml 111! IIIII |i||if.l 
f.ll III'II IU.SIIHUIIIIHUH 
all 1, 1     IIIIIIUIIH     illll.HJ 
III.IHMII    iiar.in 
r.UJIllll 1 MI1UM 
I INI.iril'll lM.ll.llll.li.il llalle 
IICII.lll MIIMIIH Hili'llJ 
IIMIIH IIIIIIIIR 111 II II 
14111114   CICIIJEIU    I llllll I 
